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TV maker opening 
plant in Ontario 
Today. the company I'> hop-
ing to ga111 additional advantage 
over rivals by opcn1ng what is 
believed to be the first IHgh-def-
inition llat-panel IV .tssembly 
taciltty 111 the United ';tatcs. 
Telcvi ... ion manufacturing 
h<h been lea\ 111g the L .S for 
years as hulky cathode ray tube 
sets have given \\ay to the 
slcd.cr plasma and li4u1d cry s-
t,tl display modcb Compan1c' 
h,t\ c found it far cheaper to 
a ...... cmbk th~hc ... eh in A-,ia. the 
only -,oun.:c for LCD screcn .... or 
as,cmhlc models dcsllllCd for 
\.orth A1l' erica 1'1 p.~rh of 
\h:x1co, where consumer good\ 
can be m,tdc \\ ithout .tddcd tar-
itt\ or dut1c'. 
<;ynt, x Hnll1an had been 
mak111g 11\ Ole\ 1a seh 111 
T'ai\\<111. \\here ts print..:tl circuit 
boitrlb and pla ... tic.., tor the TV' 
arc LJbo made. The ,t.....,..:rnbled 
..,ch \\ ith 'crc..:n' ranging from 
2\ inchc, to ~2 inches. arc th..:n 
packag..:tl anti ... cnt on conta111er 
sh1ps to the port of Long H..:ach. 
'1 he corn pay. '' hich has 
ollicc~ 111 lntlu..,t·y decided to 
Cllllfillllc 1 Oil /)</~(' II 
WorldMark Indio Enjoys Successful 
Opening; Exceeds Ovmers' Expectations 
Wyndham 
0\\ ner,hip 
Vacation 
... ubsidiary 
Trend" ..:st Resorts. lnL.. r..:ccnt-
ly \\ClconlL'd its lirst gu..: ... ts to 
World \1ark lndto. Located" nh· 
111 th..: lena !.ago Golf Club. th..: 
\kditcrrancan-st) 1..: resort 
opened \\ 1th 150 lull) furnish..:d 
umh and \\ill e\pand to 271 
units b) :'\m c•nher and 416 
t~ntts \\ h..:n the fmal ph.ts..: i ... 
LOmpkted F,tch unll prm td..:s ,1 
'te\\ ol c'lth..:r th..: pristillL' !!oil 
course or Little San B..:nanlino 
~lnunt.un~ surrounding th..: v.tl -
lcy . 
"\\e kne\\ from day one th,ll 
tht'> resort \\Ould be a sucL<.:\S 
and \\C hav..: ddmitely C\CL'cd..:d 
our 0\\ ncrs · expectations. \Ve 
arc thrilled to he a part or the 
Indio t.nmmunit~ that otTer' .t 
\\arm htbpttallt) to '1\ttnr.., 
along \\ llh a great location that 
makes for memorabk \ a..:a-
tions." s.lld Adalherto Lugo. 
World \liar" lndto R..: ... nrt manag-
er. "Our World\1ark O\\ n..:r-, and 
gu<.:'>ts ha\ L' .dread) comniL'ntcd 
on hm' muLh th..:y ha'..: enJO)t'd 
thctr experience at the re-,ort 
and in the city of lntlto .. 
In atltlllton to th..: usual ... tu-
tho. on..:, t\\O, anti thr..:e-b..:tl-
room un1h. Worltl~lar!- lntl1o is 
the fiN Worldt-.1ark prop..:rty to 
otTer four hcdmom presidential 
... uite,. The 2.500-s4uarc-foot 
sulles otTer plasma TVs. a tir..:-
place. tik floor,, ''rap-around 
bakoni..:... . hot tubs. and 
panoramiL 'll'\\ s of the 'alk) 
OncL' complct..:d. th..: 
\Vorldmarl- Indio Resort f..:a-
tt..res \\ill il'clud~.: ,\ ~.lJ"O­
'Liuare loot sw 1111m1n~ pool, .1 
la;y rt\ ..:r, ti' c man-made lake'>. 
t.ourtyard, \\hirlpools. tcnnt.., 
courts. -,ports courts. a largL' 
recreation building \\ith arcad..:. 
a tit ness ccnt..:r \\ ith '>latc-of-th..: 
.trt e4uipmcnt. media loung..:, 
gtft shop. busmcs... center and a 
full- ... ..:f\ ic..: ... pa. 
The n<.:\\ additton ..:xpamb 
Tr..:nd\\ ..:st \ port foliO to more 
than 65 r..:sorts. \\ hich arc pri-
maril) locat..:d throughout th..: 
W..:st Coast 
Special 
Sections 
\;e11 General \lara er Rl!S.I 
fanaKa) Making 
'ie11 l ha:nge> lor Ontanc Htlt n 
-
-
pa!!c 6 
CSUSB Names Burns 
Foundation GM 
The Foundation .tt C ,11 Stat..: 
S.tn Bcrnardtl'n, \\ luch ts 
rc ... ponsiblc for man) unh cr ... ity 
.tctt\ llll:s that r..:quire financial 
-,upport not prm ttkd by the 
st.tt.:. has named Dehor.th Burn ... 
.ts Its .nter'm gcn..:r.tl m,t'lager. 
Burn ... m ersccs opadttons 
for th..: found,llwn, \\ hich h 
r..:-,ponsihle lor m.tn\ uni\ ersit\ 
<lltl\ llt..: .... tncludmg the Co~ot..: 
Bookstore. dinmg ... en ices and 
sponsored progr.uns adminl..,tra-
tlon. Th..: loundat10n also 
admini'>tCr\ th<.: Unl\erstt) 
..:ntlO\\ mcnt. \\ hu.:h nm' 
..:xccetls S II million 
"The foundatton hoard ol 
directors r..:comm..:mkd D..:bhte 
for thi-, po..,it1on has..:d on the 
superb JOb she dtd in her ptNll 
COillillllec/ 011 J>ll~(' 5 
SURE-HIRE SOLUTIONS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 
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PEOPLE IN PROFILE 
There's a New Sheriff in Town 
\lore correct I). there\ a ne\\ 
hotd 111<\nagcr in 10\\ll 
Russ TanaJ...a}a ha" come up 
from the DoublcTree Go If 
Resort 111 San D1ego to taJ...e over 
the Ontano A1rport Hilton. 
TanaJ...a; a had run the 
DoublcTrec Golf Rcsorl for four 
:cars. and )CI he seldom had the 
tune to get out on that hotel\, 
golf course Thus he admns to 
onl~ about a 15 handicap. 
There IS no course at 
Ontarw"s Hilton. although 
TanaJ...a~.l -,pent his fir-,t \\eck-
end on the .JOh at Empire LaJ...e-, 
to \\atch the \larJ... Christopher 
Chari!) Clas'>IL Smcc then he 
ha-, -,pent hi\ ume -,euhng into 
hi-, nC\\ po-,ition. 
He \ IC\\\ hi'> posuion as a 
""hospitality'" JOb. Man; hotel 
managers consider thcmseh es 
'"innJ...ecpers ·· Tanaka; a docs 
not. He feels that the tem1 
'"innkeeper"" is a lmlc too busi-
ness oriented and lacb the 
\\ am11h and the concern for the 
customer' that hosp!lal!l) 
C\ oke-,. :\ot on I) that. hut he 
hd!e\ e-, that C\ en a destmauon 
re,ort. -,uch a-, he ran in San 
Diego, IS JU\1 ,,., much a busmess 
hotel ~" .In) other. A lot of husi-
nc.,-, gets done .11 resorls and out 
on the golf course. 
\, to h1" agenda for 
Ontano's Hilton. he is thmking 
long tem1. He I'> planning to get 
the rooms redone. Hilton \I) le. 
He 1., planning upgrades to 
e\ ef) thing from the pool area to 
the moldmg up on the \\alb. 
The IIi It on has passed 
through man) corporate hands 
0\Cr the t\\0 decades of its life. 
:'\ot C\ eJ') com pan) held it for 
-.en icc. Some ··n1pped'" it as 
soon as the) could lind a Ill!\\ 
hu; cr. TanaJ...a) a 1s here for the 
long haul. and he plans to restore 
h1s l1C\\ charge to a h1gher level 
of sen i<:e. 
The ne\\ company. which 
has JUst taken owner!>hip. 
believes the same thing. 
According to Tanakaya, the new 
owners, Innkeepers Hospitality 
Inc. has ,\ reputa-
tion for operating. 
not marJ...etmg. 
propertiCS Qf 
-,omc XO hotel' 
that they 0\\11, 
they have onl) 
sold otT four or 
fne . LiJ...c 
TanaJ...a) a. 
long haul. 
\s \\e have 
mcnuoned here 
before. there was 
a time when hotel 
managers -,a\\ 
thcnhclves as 
ISlands ol husi-
ne.,-, tra\·cler-, m a 
commullll) that 
\\Ould only dmc 
past them. 
Toda) \ hotel manager. as 
TanaJ...a;a told the Busmess 
Journal, has to be 111\0lvcd 111 the 
commun1ty. the chambers of 
commerce, the local charities 
and the local schools. 
And wh] not'' 
BuSiness traveler-, may taJ...c 
up beds during the \\ cd. but the 
Cllllflllll£'tf Ill/ {Jll!/(' /4 
IEHP eamed Excellent Accreditation from 
the National Committee for Quality Assurance 
(NCQA), the nation's lead1ng quality 
monrtonng organizations for health plans 
For Medi-Cal and Healthy Families Program 
Excellent Accreditation 
For Clinical Quality and 
Member Satisfaction 
IEHP's excellent accredrtation outcome 1s the 
h!Qhest level awarded for exceed1ng NCQA's 
quality Improvement. utilizat1on management 
members' nghts and responsibilities and 
phys1c1an credent1aling. 
"Thts recognition truly reflects our 
commitment to deliver quality 
healthcare to our Members. All our 
partictpa/ing physictans, clmics, 
and IEHP Team Members share the 
credit for excellence. • 
INLAND EMPIRE HEALTH PLAN 
APubficEI'Itlty 
- Richard Bruno, IEHP CEO 
1\on:rnber 2006 
CSUSB Ranks Fourth Nationally 
t\mong Collegi,lte Graduate 
LevC'I Entrepreneurship Programs 
Cal Sutc San Bernardino ranked fourth in the nat1on for !!raduatc 
entrepreneurship 111 a sur\ C) of more than 700 collegiate ~ntrcprc­
neursh!p program-, JUst released b) The Pnncewn Rn ie 11• ,md 
Entrepreneur magatine. 
The natwnal 1 ank111g marb the un1vers11y "s h1ghe.,t position ever 
and the third con-,ccUiive year that Cal State San Bernardino thmugh 
11s College ot Busmess and Public Admm1strauon has hcen listed a-. 
one of the top schools in the country for entrepreneurs. 
'"To be recogn1tcd among the nail on ·s best 111 the field of cntre-
prcneur-,h!p is phenomenal.'" sa1d \1ike Stull. director of the CSL SB 
Inland Empire Center for Entrcprcneur-,IHp and an ""ocJate prol'cs-
'or of management at the unJver-,ity. '"It \all dates that the path we 
ha\e chosen for the program-to he mnm all\ c. taJ...e nsJ...s .• md stnve 
for the highe.,t lc\ cl ol qual it) possihle in <:urriculum. tcachmg and 
programs-Is pa) ing otT b) better prepanng our student\ to he the 
Inland Emp1rc's lulllrc entrepreneurial succes<, stories." 
The results olthc sune). along \\ith the anal) Sis. appeared 1n 
the October 1ssuc of Entrct}f'eneur. The list is an c\clusi\e ranJ...ing 
of the 25 most cx<:cptlonalundergraduate and graduate entrepreneur 
wl husincss programs as sh<mn below. 
Only S)racuse, DePaul and Nonhwestcm universuics ranked 
h1ghcr than Cal State San Bemard111o m the rankings for graduate 
COIIIIIIII£'tf Oil f1ll!i£ 25 
Blue Cross In Crisis Hires PR Firm that 
Specializes in 'Keeping Clients Out of the Press' 
As public outrage increases mer Blue Cross's pract1cc of illegal-
ly dumpmg policyholders when they get s1cJ.... Blue Cross has hired a 
cris1s management PR firm \\hose client list is heavy w1th other cor-
porate wrongdoers 111 need of an 1mage make-over. 
According to 1ts Webs!lc. the PR firm SitricJ... and Company spe-
cializes m "sensit1ve situauons. such as those involvmg litigal!on. 
criminal or govcmment investigations, environmental disasters. and 
consumer complamts." 
It spccialitcs Ill the '"difficult task of keepmg clients out or the 
press'" and "reputation management. .. 
Last v.eeJ.... Blue Cross sellled 70 lawsUits brought by patients 
who were left wnh hundreds of thousands of dollars in medical bilb 
when the company canceled msurance policies. The Foundauon lor 
Taxpayer and Consumer Rights has condemned '"windm\-dressmg'" 
reforms proposed by Blue Cross that do nothmg to protect patients. 
'"Blue Cross 1s more concerned wllh improvmg lis public image 
than honoring 1ts promises to pallents," said Jerry Flanagan of the 
Foundation for Taxpayer and Consumer R1ghts. 
Blue Cross is facing widespread complaints that people who 
bought individual insurance policies and then fell seriously ill found 
their policies illegally cancelled. The complaints show that Blue 
Cross hid behind bogus claims that patients lied about their health 
condnion on enrollment applications. With no employer to stand 
behind them, individuals have few avenues of appeal. 
News stories have revealed that Blue Cross operates a depart-
ment dedicated to rescindmg the policies of customers who become 
ill, combing their applications for any excuse to cancel the policies 
and refuse payment even for treatment already approved. The apph-
continued on page 13 
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INLAND EMPIRE PRICES REACH 
VERY HIGH LEVELS 
In -,econd quarter ~006 the Inland l~mpire recorded ::!4,-+6~ se,l-
sonall) adjusted horne sales. dm\ n from a record 27.543 the pnor 
quarter and a maJor hrcaJ... in the rcg1on·, upward trend (Exhibit II). 
Adjusted total 'ale-, \\ere -7 .6r'r bciO\\ second quarter 2005 and -
11 .2<;', hciO\\ fiN quarter 2006 Dc-,pite this weakening. the area\ 
property \alues agam mse. R1verside County's median nc\\ home 
pnce reached $439.500. up a modest 6.47r. Its ex1sting home price hll 
$409.000 up IO.Y!r (Exhibit 9) San Bernardino County's new home 
price reached '53X6.500. up I 'i.4';, Its existing home price \\as 
$360.000. up 16.1 "r 
LooJ...mg at the Inland Empire's ra\\ data, quanerly ex1stmg home 
'ales totaled 15.219 unit'>. dO\\ n I X.'ir;, from second quarter 200'i 
(Exhibit 10). Quarter!) nc\\ home sales \\ere 9.26X. up 4.Y"c. 
Significant!). the area \\,\, rcspons1hle for a record 54.4c, of 
">outhern California\ Ill!\\ home sales m the first half ol 2006 (San 
Diego to Ventura counties) 
THE FUTURE 
Inland Emp1re's home marJ...ct 1s 111 uncharted terntOf). !l!gh 
prices have made a!Tordahilil) an issue for local res1dents though 
the) remain a barga1n h) coastal county \tandards. Shorl term inter· 
est rates have nsen dramatically. hut long tem1 rates have been !lat. 
Locally. the unemployment rate is the lowest in at least 42 years. 
making a housmg siO\\dO\\ n an anomaly. Hm\ever. home buyers 
appear shaJ...en. Pnccs \\Ill like!) falter for expensive homes in outly-
• 2 Lasers on Site 
·State OfThe Art Equipment 
• CK & Traditional LASIK 
· Pre & Post Op. Care 
continued on {Ia !it! 29 
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Porter's is proud to feature USDA Prime Midwestern Beef, the high<'st 
qual1ty and most flavorful steaks available, along w1th exceptional 1-rc-sh SP.lfnod 
and Chops. Experience Porter's specialty martinis and extensive wine list. After 
d1nner enjoy your favorite cognac, port or a sele<:t1on from our tantalizing dessert 
menu. Sem1-pnvate dining room available. Reservations required. Located in the 
DoubleTree Hotel Ontario. Servmg lunch Tuesday through Friday, Sunday brunch, 
and dinner seven nights a week. For reservations call: (909) 418-4808. 
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Ontario International Airport 
and USO 
Host Grand Opening 
The Ontario-USO wtll cele-
brate the grand openmg of Its 
new facility at Ontano 
International Airport (ONT) on 
Nov. 7. The event will feature 
dignitary and celebrity guests, 
entertainment, military aircraft 
and vehicle displays, exh1bit 
booths, and special military per-
sonnel appearances. Over 300 
invited guests arc expected to 
attend. 
The new 6,000-sq.-ft. faclll-
ty will serve over 20,000 acttve 
duty, reserve, and retired serv 1ce 
members and their farmhes each 
year. The facility rs located in 
old Terminal One, ONT's for-
mer terminal. This USO offers 
lounges with a collection of 
DVD films and TV shows; a 
library stocked wtth donated 
books, magazines and other 
periodicals; computers with 
Internet access; luggage storage 
area; children's area and nurs-
ery; "Canteen" snack bar; fami-
ly room; nap room; international 
map display area; and outdoor 
patio area. All services are pro-
vided to troops and their fami-
lies free of charge. The facility 
is open seven days a week 
Monday through Friday from 6 
a.m. to 10 p.m., and Saturday, 
Sunday and holidays from 9 
a.m:to I 0 p.m. 
Volunteers staff the Ontario-
USO. Volunteers meet and greet 
service members and the1r fami-
lies, and provide drrections and 
The Natural 
Meeting Choice 
TOP OF THE TRAM OFFERS 
COMPLETE BANQYET AND 
MEETING AMENITIES. 
INCLUDING VIDEO 
<X>NFERENCING. WITH 
SPECTAa.JLAR VIEWS OF THE 
SAN JACINTO STATE PARK 
WILDERNESS AREA. 
mformation on travel arrange-
ments, flight schedules, local 
hotels with spec1al rates, and 
sightseeing and local tourist 
areas. They also provide emer-
gency leave and child-care 
assistance, help with lost bag-
gage, and if avarlable, offer free 
tickets for local events. The 
USO is a non-profit organization 
and depends on sponsors, contri-
butions, donations and volun-
teers to maintam operattons and 
the ability to support the troops. 
For more information, con-
tact Maria Tesoro-Fermin, ONT 
at (909) 975-5360 or Ron Dye, 
Ontario-USO at (909) 390-4274. 
Free parking is available at a 
designated area next to Terminal 
One. 
CSUSB Names Burns 
Foundation GM 
continued from page 1 
on as the foundation's director 
of human resources smce 
December 2004," said David 
DeMauro, CSUSB vice presi-
dent of administration and 
finance. "Debbie's business 
experience prior to her employ-
ment with the foundation also 
prepared her well for her new 
role as general manager." Burns 
earned a bachelor of science 
degree at the University of 
Redlands, and a paralegal certi-
fication at UC Irvine. 
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CLOSE-UP 
"Deal or No Deal" ........ Dr. Wartella is the REAL DEAL 
at the University of California, Riverside 
Dr Wartella earned her 
Ph.D. m mass commumcatton 
from the Univ erslt) of 
Mmnesota in 1977 and complet-
ed her postdoctoral research in 
development psychology in 
19X I at the Univer~ity of 
Kansas. As an active scholar 
vv hose research focuses on the 
effects of med1a on child de\ el-
opment. she held the Walter 
Cronkite Regents Cha1r m 
Commumcat10n; Mrs. Mar) 
Gibhs Jones Ccntcnmal Chair m 
Communication: LI\"ESCO 
Cha1r in Communication: and 
profc"or of radio-television-
film at the University of Texas. 
She has written and edited sev-
eral books and has published 
numerous hook chapters and 
journal articles on mass media 
and commumcation~. 
Dr. Wartclla 1s a leading 
scholar of the role of media in 
children's development. She 
was a co-princ1pal investigator 
on the National TV Violence 
Stud) ( 1995-1998) and is cur-
rently co-principal investigator 
of the Children\ Digital Media 
Center project funded by the 
National Science Foundation 
(2001-2006). She serves on the 
Kraft Food Global Health and 
Wellness Advisory Council, the 
Decade of Behavior ~ational 
Ad\ isory. the Board of Trustees 
of the Sesame Workshop. and 
the 1\"ational Educational 
Ad\ isory Board of the 
Children\ Advertising Review 
Unit of the Better Business 
Bureaus. 
Dr. Wartella is a member of 
the National Academy of 
Sciences Board on Children 
Youth and Families and served 
on the Institute of Medicine's 
Pam:! Study on Food Marketing 
and the Diets of Children and 
Youth (2006). She is a member 
of the American Psychological 
Association, the Society for 
Research in Chi ld Development 
and is the past president of the 
International Commumcat10n 
AssociatiOn. 
Dr. Wartclla JOtns LCR after 
scrvmg smce 1993 as the dean of 
the College of Communication 
at the Lniversll) of Tc>..as in 
Austm. the largest and most 
comprehensive communication 
college m the country. Under 
her leadership, the college has 
become one of the most coveted 
University of Texas campuses 
among prospective students. 
The college's endowment has 
more than doubled and college 
faculty, departments, and pro-
grams have achieved national 
recognition for excellence. As a 
result, the college has earned a 
reputation for high academic 
standards, innovation in the use 
of technology. crcativlt) across 
and \\ ithm disciplines. and 
strong industry partnerships. 
In the role of executive vice-
chancellor and provost, Dr. 
Wartclla is rcsponsihle for 
implementation of academic and 
administrative practices and 
processes. In her words, she is 
•·making sure it gets done." Her 
duties include serving as acting 
chancellor in the chancellor's 
absence. working closely with 
the chancellor regarding campus 
policy and with the deans in 
recruitment and retention of fac-
ulty, having responsibility for 
managmg the daily operations of 
the campus, and bcmg the prin-
cipal l!a1son to the academic 
senate. 
Wartella has hcgun dcmon-
stratmg her leadership and cam-
pus commitment and 
appointed three vice 
prm o-.ts vv ho arc also 
LCR facult): \icc-
provost for academic per-
sonnel Bill Jury (cll\'lron-
mental -.cicncc-.): \ICC-
provost for conll1ct reso-
lutiOn Yolanda IV!oscs 
(anthropology): and vice-
provost for undergraduate 
cducat 10n Andrew J. 
Grosovky (cell b1ology 
and neuroscience). 
Wartella and 
Grosovky arc cstablishmg 
measures so the umversity 
can expand the opportuni-
ties and maxim11c the academic 
experience for its student body. 
A projected yearlong assessment 
of current programs that best 
measure student academic suc-
cess, such as the Freshman 
Discovery Seminars, will be 
conducted. Wartclla empha-
sized how student success and 
learning is being "taken very 
seriously" and that the goal 1s to 
ensure that there are "a variety 
of support mechanisms to 
1m prove student success." 
Beyond implementation of 
policy, Wartclla 1s responsible 
for the formulation of the cam-
pus vision set by Chancellor 
France A. Cordova so that UCR 
and the college can make the 
transition from vis10n to 
achievement. Two key goals arc 
the continuing commitment on 
building diversity and enhancing 
UCR 's reputation. 
Wartella thoroughly sup-
ports Chancellor\ Cordova's 
goal on recruiting faculty and 
building graduate programs that 
represent gender equit) and 
reflect the diversity 111 our 
undergraduate populat1on. 
Though recognucd as one or the 
most diverse campuses at the 
undergraduate level, one that 1s 
currently led by two women, she 
hopes that in the future LCR 
will be recogniicd as a "strong 
campus on multiple lcH·Is." As 
an ongo1ng m1ss1on 
EVC/Provost Wartclla will be 
cxpcnmenting with procedures 
that will incn:asc di\ crsity. 
allowing undergraduates and 
graduates to lca\C LCR pre-
pared for further h1ghcr educa-
tion pursuits and prolcsslonal 
careers. 
Initiatives arc bcmg intro-
duced to enhance UCR 's reputa-
tion by 1ncreasing national ranJ..-
ings. 1b programs. and faculty. 
This effort \\iII strive to dnm 
public attention and recognition 
of excellence at LCR mcluding 
the research currently bcmg fos-
tered in the College of 
Humamties, Arts, and Social 
Sciences and Its dcvelopmg 
interdisc1plmary programs. 
Although there will be chal-
lenges, she is "excited and very 
privileged to be at UCR." She 
hopes more resources will be 
available in the future to mvest 
in the growth and benefits of 
UCR and its students. 
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COMMENTARY 
Drive Right! 
hv Joe Lvons 
Recent!) on one of those cable channels, I \\atched a documcn 
tary on the Autobahn. That's that super h1ghway that runs through 
Germany. 
It exploded several myths about the road. One was the notiOn that 
Hitler designed 11. While It 1s true that the construction began 111 
1938. the actual planning and design was worked on long before 
Adolph walked mto that beer hall in Munich. 
The Autobahn roadbed Itself 1s at least twice as deep as most 
Amencan roads. Th1s makes It more 1mmune to cracking and pot-
holes. That. m tum, cuts the cost of mamtenance. 
But the most important fact on the program. to me. was the rules 
of the road. The basic principle of dri\ mg the Autobahn IS based on 
a concept \\hose Gem1an word \vould probabl) get misspelled and 
m1ss-pronounced here. I shall therefore just gi\c you the English 
translation. 
Drive R1ghtl 
No, not drive correctly. It means stay over to your nght Not 
everybody who dnves the Autobahn has to peg the needle. Most peo-
ple take advantage of the smoothness of the road and the German-
engineered curves. but they dnvc at a reasonable rate of speed. Thus 
it is that somehody who cranks h1s or her Porsche Carrera up to 150 
kph can breeze nght by on the left. 
Here in America, m Southern California. we all like to dnve in 
the fast lane. even if we ms1st on plugging along at 40 mph. 
Pull O\Cr! Dnvc nght. 
Truckers do it Sure I 15 north 1s a parking lot on Fnda) altcr-
noon~-espcc1ally before a thrcc-da) weekend But look at the truck-.. 
Granted there arc a lot of them. but the) .,taj to the nght 
HO\\ many times have you been stuck behind someone vv ho 
ms1sts on drivmg the far left lane at well under the speed lim1t? These 
people are not drivmg safely. They are causing gndlock and road 
rage. They may thmk that they are being a good and safe driver. but, 
in fact, they are just bcmg rude. 
Pull to the right. 
Even if you arc domg the max1mum limit and somebody hehmd 
you wants to go too fast, 11 is not your job to act as a roadblock. CHP 
will deal with that guy. 
If more people would get out of the way. maybe more of us could 
get where we arc gomg m a timely manner Gas may be down right 
now from where it was s1x months ago, but it is still expcns1ve, and 
taking three hours to cover a drive that should take only one is inex-
cusable. 
There are people who are dnving in such a daze that they don't 
even realize that they arc poktng along in the left lane and blocking 
traffic behmd them. You've seen these people. You and I have ille-
gally passed them on their right, and they don't even notice. Would 
they notice if a child ran out in front of them after a ball? 
Most of us learned to drive back when we were in school. Today 
we start the car, tunc the radio. pull out and move forward without 
thinking about 11. With some four million people here in the Inland 
Empire. 11 1s clearly lime to start thmking about what we arc domg 
behind the wheel. 
I believe that I have previously quoted comic Dcnms Miller who 
put it all very s1mply when he said. "Left lane fast. R1ght lane slow." 
It is time for us to Dnve R1ght! 
Once More, With Feeling 
h\ Jot Lwm.\ 
Here's a song I have sung before. 
At least once a :rear I take up space here m the Busmess Journal 
to condemn the entire proposition system m the State of California. 
"Government by Imtlatlve," someone once called 1t. It allows for bad 
laws to become real laws with us, the voters (and non-voters) to 
blame. 
Issues get presented to us twice a year that are guised as "cute 
pupp1es" or "right over might." Cast your vote, we are told. to cor-
rect everythmg that 1s wrong with your life. 
The fact of the matter is that most propositions arc badly written 
b) people who shouldn't be allowed to write them in the first place. 
Special mtcrest groups. political gadllics \\ ho get on a jag ami lock 
into it like a Chihuahua biting your ankle The \\Orst sponsor~ arc dis 
gruntlcd pol1t1Uans who couldn't get thc1r bill \Otcd on 111 
Sacramento. so they usc the proposition ">)'stem to backdoor their 
idea. 
I have sa1d this before and I say It agam. We send people to 
Sacramento to represent us. That\ thc1r job. They should be domg 
their job, not bouncmg thmgs back to us. If we don't like the way 
they vote, we can put somebody else up there in their place. 
New this year 1s the "Tax cvcrythmg evil" concept. Yes, we arc 
actually asked to go out and vote more taxes for ourselves. F1rst up 
th1s month arc the two great evils or gas and tobacco. 
Arc these not punitive taxes? Do they not punish us financiall) 
for using such commotl!ties? 
If \\e arc to tax cv II things, w h) not tax terrorism. or porn"? 
Then too. as \\C have mentioned here before. the title of the 
propos1l10n ma) not ncccs.,anl) ha\C anythmg to do V\llh that vvh1ch 
it will create. 
It is rather like the marketmg efforts behind the abortion 1ssuc. 
Pro-cho1ce sounds hke a good thing. But so does Pro-life. Yet they 
are polar oppos!lcs. 
continued on page /3 
Search tor Commercial Space 
lor lease/Sublease 
For office, retail, industrial and executive suites 
sub[!ease.com"' 
3101414-0404 
13101 Washl,..ton Blvd, •219 Los Angeles, CA 900645 
www.sublease.com 
San Bernadino County (\"\ithin the last two months) 
Chino 
BOBALOCA 
3277 Grand Ave .. 
Date Closed: Sept. 26, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of hot 
water 
Date Reopened: Sept. 27, 2006 
Chino Hills 
HONG KONG EXPRESS 
15942 Los Cerranos Country 
Club. 
Date Closed : Oct. 20, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of hot 
water: unsafe food temperatures ; 
insanitary conditions; other 
unsafe conditions 
Date Reopened: Oct. 20, 2006 
Comments: Hot water restored 
Crestline 
McDONALD'S 
24078 Lake Drive. 
Date Closed: Oct. 5, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of hot 
water 
Date Reopened: Oct. 5, 2006 
Comments: New water heater 
installed and hot water returned 
to faciity at 5:45 PM. 
Fontana 
PESCADERIA MR. FISH 
16339 Arrow Blvd. 
Date Closed: August I, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of hot 
water 
Date Reopened: August 2, 2006 
Comments: Hot water restored. 
Hesperia 
DEGARCIAS 
14343 Main St. 
Date Closed: Sept. 13, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Sewage 
contamination 
Highland 
KAY'S CAFE 
27245 Baseline St. 
Date Closed: Oct. 20, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of hot 
other unsafe condnions; lack of 
a vahd health permtt 
Date Reopened : October 2 1, 
2006 
Comments : Cnllcal VIOlations 
abated 
Montclair 
LA CITA MEXICAN FOOD 
9863 Central Ave. 
Date Closed: Sept. 27, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Unsafe food 
temperatures: other unsafe con-
ditions 
Date Reopened : Se pt. 28, 2006 
Ontario 
VILLATOROS 
627 W. Holt Blvd. 
Date Closed: August 30, 2006 
Reason for Closure: insanitary 
condttions; other unsafe condi-
tions; vermin infestation 
Date Reopened: August 31 , 
2006 
MARY'S MEXICAN FOOD 
1437 N. Mountain Ave. 
Date Closed: August 15, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Unsafe food 
temperatures; insanitary condi-
tions; other unsafe conditions; 
vermin infestation 
PANDERIA JALLISCO 
1825 4th St. 
Date Closed: August II, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Other 
unsafe conditions 
Rancho Cucamonga 
PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA 
8710 19th St. 
Date Closed: Oct. 20, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of hot 
water; unsafe food temperatures; 
insanitary conditions; other 
unsafe conditions 
ITOY ATIN 
9625 W. Foothill Blvd. 
Date Closed: August 15, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Other 
unsafe conditions; other unsafe 
conditions; vermin infestauon 
Date Reopened: August 18, 
2006 
water; unsafe food temperatures; Comments: Critical violations 
corrected 
Redlands 
EL TACO \110 
4 16 W. Colton Ave. 
Date C losed: August 23, 2006 
Reason for C losure: Unsafe food 
temperatures 
Date Reopened: August 25 , 
2006 
Comments: Re fri geration has 
been repatred. 
ZABELLA'S 
855 Alabama Ave. 
Date Closed : July 18, 2006 
Reason for C losure: Sewage 
contammatton 
Date Reopened: J u I y I 9, 2006 
Comments: Sewage c log has 
been repaired. 
Rialto 
DURANGO MEX~AN 
RESTAURANT 
148 W.Foothtll Blvd. 
Date Closed: Oct. 23, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Unsafe food 
temperatures 
OAXACA LINDO 
175 W. Foothill Blvd. 
Date Closed: Oct. 17, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Sewage 
contamination 
Date Reopened: Oct. 17, 2006 
Comments: Sewage problem 
corrected 
EL PATIO NIGHT CLUB 
333 Foothill Blvd. 
Date Closed: Oct. 5, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of a 
valid health permit; unsafe food 
temperatures 
WE YONE AFRICA MAR-
KET 
243 E. Baseline Rd. 
Date C losed: Sept. 27, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of a 
valid health permit; other unsafe 
conditions 
Date Reopened: Oct. II , 2006 
Comments: Faci lity meets mini-
mum standards 
PARADISE RESTAU RANT 
11 9 E. Foothill Blvd. 
Date Closed: Sept. 25, 2006 
Reason fo r Closure: Sewage 
contamination; other unsafe 
conditions; vermin mfestation 
Date Reopened: Sept. 29, 2006 
Comments: Plumbing has been 
repaired, facil ity has been treat-
ed for cockroaches. refrigeration 
is hold ing required temperatures 
Upland 
TACOS AL PAISO 
1655 Arrow Blvd. 
Date Closed : August 30, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Ve rmin 
infestation; unsafe food temper-
atures; insanitary condittons 
Victorville 
THE NEW REFLECTIONS 
14961 Circle Dr. 
Date Closed: August 17, 2006 
Reason for Closure: Lack of a 
valid health permit 
Date Reopened: August 18, 
2006 
Comments: Permission granted 
to reopen. Payment received in 
full on August 17, 2006. 
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INVESTMENTS & FINANCE 
DUFF & PHELPS/INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL 
THE GAINERS THE LOSERS 
Top five, by percentage Top five, by percentage 
Company Current Beg. of Point <:'<Change Com pan) Current Beg. of Point %Change 
Close Month Change Close Month Change 
Fleetwood Enterpnses Inc 7.53 6.73 0.80 11.9"f Nauonal RV Holdongs Inc 3.15 3.47 -0.32 -9.2'.* 
Keystone Auto Industries Inc 42. 19 38.02 4.17 11.0% PFF Bancorp Inc 33.88 37.04 -3.16 -8.5% 
Amencan States Water Co 40.93 38.25 2.68 7.0"k CVB Financ1al Corp 14.47 14.77 -0.30 -2.0% 
Hansen Natural Corp 32.82 32.48 0.34 1.00< HOT Topic Inc 10.94 11.14 -0.20 -1.8o/r 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 26.40 26.17 0 23 0.9o/r Provrdent Financial Hldg 29.65 30.14 -0.49 -l.6o/r 
Ticker 10/20/06 9130/06 'ii Chg. 52 Werk 52 Week Current PIE Exchange 
Close Price Open Price Month. High Lo~ Ratio 
American States Water Co AWR 40.93 38.25 7.0 43 .79 29.20 23.1 NYSE 
Channell Commercial Corp (L) CHNL 3.12 3.11 0.3 9.03 2.70 NM AMEX 
CVB Financia l Corp CVBF 14.47 14.77 -2.0 17.30 14.09 14.9 AMEX 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc (L) FLE 7.53 6.73 11.9 12.60 6.33 17.0 NYSE 
Hansen Natural Corp. HANS 32.82 32.48 1.0 52.72 11.00 37.1 AMEX 
HOT Topic Inc HOTT • 10.94 11.14 -1.8 16.30 9.43 33.2 AMEX 
Keystone Automotive Ind. Inc KEYS 42.19 38.02 11.0 46.92 26.48 28.7 AMEX 
Modtech Holdinas Inc ( L) MOOT 5.51 5.56 -0.9 10.95 4.3:1 NM AMEX 
National RV Holdings Inc NVH 3.15 1.47 -9.2 7.0.'i 2.94 NM AMEX 
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc PPBI 12.05 12.00 0.4 12.75 10.75 13.0 AMEX 
PFF Bancorp Inc PFB 33.88 37.04 -8.5 39.49 28.40 15.3 NYSE 
Provident Financial Hldq PROV 29.65 30.14 -1.6 33.15 25.04 12.1 AMEX 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc WPI 26.40 26.17 0.9 35.99 21.35 22.4 NYSE 
Notes: (H) - Stock hn ftfty two week htgh during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month. NM- ot Meamngful 
Duff & Phelps, LLC 
One of the natton 's leadtng tnvestment bank-
ing and financial ,tdvisol) organizatiOns. All 
stock data on thl\ page ts provided by Duff & 
Phelps. LLC from source-, deemed reliable. 
No recommendation 1s intended or implied. 
(31 0) 284-8008 
FiH' Most Actiw Stocks 
Stock ~lonth Volume 
Han,en ~atural Corp. 42.210.7XX 
Hot Tnptc Inc. IX.I97.1n 
Fleet\\ ood Ent,·rpn,cs Inc I 1.6.\0,600 
Wahon Ph,trm.~ceutic.th Inc 9.lJ-IO,OOO 
C\ 13 l•uJ.llll'lill ( oq' 2.18S,S2X 
D&:P/IPBJ lot,tl \olume \lonth 93.080.719 
l\lonthl) Summary 
10/20/06 
Ath ance' 7 
Decl ine~ 6 
L m.hanged 0 
1\lcw Highs 0 
New Lows 3 
MANNERINO 
LAW OFFICES 
"Laws were made to be broken" 
Chm topher North, May, 1830 
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for 
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence" 
S1r William Davenant 
1606-1668 
933 3 BA SELINE ROAD , SUI Tl 1 10 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730 
( 909) 98 0 l t 00 • f A. X ( 9 0 9 ) 941 -8610 
.172 8.000 8.471 
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The Pod People Who Invaded Ontaria 
by J. Allen Leinberger 
This column is not necessar- all-music formats on FM killed Medical Universtty of South 
iJy about iPods. It is, however, that off. Carolina. 
about a new phenomenon that is Today, thanks to podcasting, Many podcasters have an 
connected to those little music anyone can be a self-ordained ongoing service, and you can 
machines. expert. subscribe to them, downloading 
We begin with the "blog." What's your specialty? the latest installment every time 
This is a sort of electronic diary. Wizened commentary, or you connect your iPod. 
The name is short for Web Log. explicit potty humor? How long But at the Ontario 
Unlike most diaries, you don't do you want to run? One Convention Center, it began to 
write your most mt1mate minute? One hour? Jump on look as if ego was the biggest 
thoughts and feelings in a little board. motivator. The hall was full of 
book with a lock on it that you And make no mistake. people who called themselves 
keep under your bed. No, you These are not just gadflies Uncle Bob or Princess Mary. 
actually write out those thoughts jumping up onto some electron- They are only too happy to tell 
and feelings and then send them ic soapbox as if they were in you about the time they got an 
out onto the Internet on a site London •s Hyde Park. Ron e-mail about their podcast from 
like MySpace.com. Moore, producer of "Battlestar someone in New Delhi; so now, 
Of course everyone can read Galactica," has a podcast. Katie as one observer commented, 
them. And regrettably this is one Couric's CBS commentary is everyone in the room is a star. 
of the primary sources of con- podcast each day. ESP , CNN, Sally Goetch of Podcast 
tact for criminal pedophiles. It is "Fox News" and ''TV Gu1de" Asylum (who wore a lab coat 
also covered under some 21st have podcasts. Snake oil sales- all weekend) actually spoke on 
century concept of free speech. men can be found online, as can "Creating and Keeping Raving 
Fans." ~lPODCASJ AND EXPO There was ~J PORTABLE MEDIA :~:~~:re;; 
Anyway, the blog has 
evolved mto the podcast. Once 
tt was realized that you could 
record your own commentary 
and upload tt to Apple's tTunes, 
people started commg out from 
under rocks like cockroaches. 
Actually, to be fair, these 
podca te came to the 
Podcasters Expo at the Ontario 
Convention Center from as fill' 
away as Osaka, Japan; 
~ct. Ireland; and Ha~fa, 
linel AU told, there were some 
Z3M) of them. 
MUch like the old days of 
these people started 
>.Jfi\\*lbc:ilii·. shOrt speclilty fel-
iJSed to broadcast 
Alk The Doctor, • 
Report," or even "A 
MatF "1beit was 
T8diO st8tioos actu-
dliiiCDe to do SUCh 
legttimate medical pro~sston­
als. 
Busmesses use the podcast 
for educattonal or promotional 
purposes Many comparues are 
adding the podcast to therr mar-
keting plan. 
Uruvers1t1es were represent-
ed which are usmg podcasnng 
for portable classrooms. 
Stanford on tTunes • bas made 
it posstble for students faculty 
alumru and the public to access 
StanfQnl content free of charge. 
This public Site offers down-
loads of facul,ty lectures. cam-
P'~' evadl, performances. book 
readings. news,~ C9Y~ 
and mUSIC Fordham m ~w 
York sent Prof Kalblecm King 
who is ~ director of the ed 
UiCb ceotet. Sbil C8'-losta 
'!'PcWiclst fOr ~ alld iS 
carrently wnq ·~~ 
caating. AISb ar• were 
~~w• 
D a v e 
Slusher of 'Evtl Gemus 
Cbrorucles on podcasting as a 
hobby. The tttle of hts speech 
was "Amateur Means You Do It 
For Love." 
MaJor tecbno-comparues 
like Shure, Marantz, Nokia and 
Adobe were there to support 
the podcasters ( oticeably 
absent was any Apple represen-
tation ) Likewtse, new compa-
mes were there to show theJJ' 
1deas, built oo a concept by therr 
18-year-old founder and ceo 
PodcastiDg IS apparently tbe 
start-up busmess of the 2ht 
~· 
AJtbousb AppleS iTunes IS 
d1e pntnary ~ of pol} 
~~were 
and on other podcast outlets. 
Thanks to them, and groups 
like them, every man 1s now a 
broadcaster. 
"All it takes," iProng's 
founder, Bill Palmer, told the 
Business Journal, "is a micro-
phone and a voice and some-
thing to talk about." 
TV maker opening plant 
in Ontario 
continued from page 1 
contract with Solar Link 
TechnologteS, a Sllbsidiary of 
Taiwan's giant Pro Chen Group, 
to build the sets in Ontario m 
San Bernardino County. 
The upstart TV maker intrO-
duced its first OleVJ& sets m 
2004, sellmg them only online a 
20 percent to 30 percent below 
name brand prices. It's now the 
lOth-largest maker of LCD TVs 
as measured by uruts shipped. 
according to market researcher 
1Suppli Corp 
Olevia TVs are also aold lit 
two-dozen retail cbaiD8, mclud-
mg Circutt Oty Stores Kmart 
andCompUSA 
A'bout 18 I'DODihs .. the 
company decided shill 
assembly tO Nbrth AineriCa, 
where it expects demand fer ita 
LCD set810 80ilr. At coa-
siddred oplmiDg a 
1\jUana. 
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Negotiating is a necessary 
part of life. Most of us don't 
realize how often we negotiate 
deals and relauonshtps. While 
negotiation is an essential skill, 
re-negotiating is far more tightly 
woven into the fabric of our 
lives. Renegotiating is the art of 
altering, revising, or changing a 
previously negotiated relation-
ship. This relationship can be in 
the form of any professional or 
per:-onal contract or commit-
ment involving a written or oral 
promise. 
If you have ever missed a 
deadline and must explain why 
you were late, you now have to 
renegotiate your previous com-
mitment. How you renegotiate 
this will be critical. Also, how 
often you tend to be late will be 
critical in deterrninmg how you 
will approach this renegotiation. 
But what is renegotiation? It 
is ba~ically reneging on a prom-
ise or commitment. We often 
don't think very high!) of peo-
ple who fail to keep their prom-
ises or commitmenb. 
:--:evertheless. it is possible 
to renegotiate with integrity. We 
can renegotiate successfully and 
keep our reputation intact -
whether we're the ones who 
must break a commitment, or 
the ones on the receiving end of 
a broken commitment. 
The need to renegotiate a 
deal does not mean the original 
negotiation was a failure. Most 
deals probably won't remain 
completely satisfactory for both 
parties. And if the contract is a 
problem for one party, then it is 
a problem for the other. 
Rene~otiating is an ideal 
response in most instances. 
Before the renegotiation 
process can begin, we must 
admit that we are reneging on a 
promise or agreement we've 
made. This starting point will 
afford a valuable perspective on 
what we're attempting to do 
when renegotiating. We should-
n't fool ourselves into thinking 
we are not breaking or changing 
Renegotiating With Integrity 
by: Marc Freeman 
a promtse or commllment. This 
is why the approach is so criti-
cal. 
Don't ever try to "spin" this 
perspecuve. It won't work, and 
it's not honest. Be clear about 
what you're domg when you 
renegotiate, and your position 
will be much more positively 
received. On the other hand, 
don't feel guilty that you can't 
keep your pr01mse: guilt is a 
waste of time. Renegotiating is 
inevitable because things 
change. Just understand renego-
tiating for what it is-an oppor-
tunity to change a relationship 
or agreement that 1s no longer 
working. 
While the renegotiation 
process can be tricky, there are 
five principles which will great-
ly mcrease the probability that 
all part1es w1ll walk away from 
the table happy with the results: 
1. The Critical Path Pnnc1ple. 
Follow the Critical Path to rene-
gotiate properly. 
The Criucal Path identifies 
four milestones: 
The Common Ground (#I) 
is when both parties have com-
mitted to renegotiating. 
Y9u go to your landlord 
because you need to break your 
lease because you lost your job 
and you can't afford the pay-
ments anymore. The landlord 
agrees to think about a solution. 
Now you can move forward 
because you have a Common 
Ground with the landlord. 
The landlord offers you a 
discount if you can give him 
some assurances. Now you have 
created a Plausible Solution 
(#2). 
The Comfort Zone (#3) 
involves working out the details 
of the Plausible Solution: e.g., 
how much rent you can afford, 
versus how much is the landlord 
willing to take off. 
Once you've arrived at a 
Comfort Zone agreeable to both 
parties, you must put it in writ-
ing. This written document, 
once signed, is the Settlement 
(#4). Deals and agreements 
often change dramatically dur-
ing this process. 
2 The Secret of the Orange Ball 
Principle: Know who is in 
control of the Orange Ball, and 
how to get it back. 
We refer to the person in 
control as the one holding The 
Orange Ball. Someone has to 
be in control in order for the 
renegotiation to move foreword. 
If you don't know who has the 
Orange Ball, 11 w1ll be difficult 
to drive the renegotiatiOn in 
your direction. 
Using the above example, 
when you go to your landlord, 
he controls the Orange Ball. 
This is important because if you 
don't control renegotiation, you 
can't direct 1t in your directiOn. 
The next day, the landlord 
tells you he\ willing to let you 
change the lease, but not break 
it. He'll give you a break on the 
rent 1f you give h1m some assur-
ances. You explam to the land-
lord that you really can't afford 
much and would rather just 
move. The landlord asks you 
how much you can afford. You 
tell him you can afford to half 
the current rent. Now you've 
taken back the Orange Ball. 
He suggests that he accept 
half rent for four months, and 
then you would pay $200 extra 
each month until the discount is 
paid off. He has now taken back 
the Orange Ball. 
You tell him you can't 
afford an extra $200 per month, 
but you can handle an addition-
al $50. You settle on an addi-
tional $75 and then you ask for 
six months instead of four 
months. The landlord agrees. 
You've controlled the Orange 
Ball and directed the renegotia-
tion. 
3. Hit the Refresh Button 
Principle: Never overreact 
or act impulsively-take a deep 
breath and listen. 
The Refresh Button tech-
niques are used to get control 
November 2006 
of, and keep, the Orange Ball: 
· L1sten-Listenmg is a sk1ll, 
it shows respect, and betng 
silent and listenmg bnngs great 
knowledge. 
· Be Nice-Being nice does-
n't mean being insipid or insin-
cere. It means being pleasant 
and calm: showing understand-
ing for the other party's point of 
view, and not verbally attackmg 
anyone. 
· Use Humor-If you can 
laugh together, then you can 
renegotiate almost anything. 
Humor is a great way to create 
an easier and more productive 
relationship. 
These three techntques help 
set the manner m which you 
renegotiate. They also set a 
tone for how you will behave 
and lead the renegottation to 
help both sides behave properly. 
4. Transcend the Deta1ls 
Princ1ple: Go beyond the 
details in order to stay on The 
Critical Path. 
The solution to any renego-
tiation usually does not lie in the 
details of the transaction. It is 
important to not get bogged 
down in details that don't help 
create a settlement. Focusing on 
details that don't move the rene-
gotiation forward will always 
impede the process. 
5. Call in the Cavalry 
Principle: Make sure you 
have the right person renegoti-
ating, at all times. If not, Call in 
the Cavalry. 
It is important not to rene-
gotiate with your ego. Bringing 
in a third party to renegotiate on 
your behalf can be critical to 
creating a settlement. Creating 
a buffer between you and the 
other party can help to provide a 
quicker settlement than trying 
to do everything yourself. 
These five princ1ples are 
based on the fact that everyone 
can learn to renegotiate success-
fully, and with integrity. In fact, 
co!l/inued on page 13 
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Renegot1at1 ng 
continued from page 12 
everyone must leorn to rene-
gotiate with integrity. lf we 
have to break our promises or 
commitments, let 's learn to do 
it right. And let's behave prop-
erly-wtth ins1ght, forethought, 
and compassion-when prom-
ises or conunitments to us are 
broken. It worb both ways. 
For more wj(Jrmatwn, 
please contact Marc at 
nwrc@marcfreeman.com or at 
641-472-2727. 
Blue Cross In Crisis 
contmued from pa~e 1 
cat10ns thcmsches arc cumph-
catecl. tcchmcnl nnd \.tguc. and 
out of compltance \1 ith st.tle 
laws rcljuiring clear, under 
standablc apphcations. 
FTCR has ealkcl on ~tate 
regulators to cncl the prm.:ticc 
and is.,ue fines lor each of the 
illegal canLcllutions, which 
could easily number in the thou-
sands. 
Sitrick's client list includes: 
* Halliburton Allegattons 
of war profiteering have shad-
owed Halliburton in recent 
years. 
* Exxon - Exxon is combat-
ting public outrage over tts 
multibillion-dollar record prof-
its while motorish suffered 
;\~o~t.s t'aprtlll 
$(mil') ~{mil') 
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~ 16-l 0 ~1h 
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record gasoline pump prices. 
* Dynegy, Inc - Along with 
Enron, Dynegy was accused of 
illegally driving up the price of 
electricity during the California 
energy crisis in 2000 and 2001. 
* Tenet Healthcarc Corp. -
In the largest penalty of its kind, 
Tenet agreed to pay $725 mil-
lion and return $175 millton m 
fees in a case alleging that the 
company had defrauded taxpay-
ers by over-btlltng Medicare. 
* Tosco Corp - Tosco was 
found guilty of illegal under-
ground dtscharges ol the can-
cer-causing chemical bent.cne 
and toxic toluene (Communities 
for a Better Fm1ronm!.!nt v. 
Tosco). 
* WeliPoint Health S)stems 
Blue Cross's .:orpo1.1h.: parent, 
WellPoint. ts rccm cnng from n 
pubhc bruising O\ er its recent 
merger with Anthem in \1 h•ch it 
awarded c\ec Uti\ cs hundreds of 
million of clollars in honu,cs 
paid for by raising policyholder 
premiums. 
The Foundation for 
Taxpayer and Consumer Rights 
(FTCR) is California's leading 
public interest advocacy organi-
zation. Visit them on the Web 
at: 
http://www.ConsumerWotchdo 
g.org 
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Once More, With Feeling 
co11tinued from pafi:e 7 
In the propositions present-
ed to us we may have little or no 
idea what the real consequences 
will be. Each side says that vot-
ing their way will prevent the 
destruction of life in the um-
verse as we know tt. The other 
guys are saymg the same thmg, 
so whom do you believe? 
The answer would correctly 
be to read the enttre proposition. 
Guess what? Nobody does! 
Few even read the synopsts 
111 the voter's pamphlet. Even 
fewer read the pro-con pteces 
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that arc included in the pam-
phlet. The guy on TV made a 
shockmg declarauon about what 
can happen and you believed 
htm. 
Come on, you're smarter 
than that. Aren't you? 
My advice, as always, is to 
vote "no" on everything. Then, 
maybe, Sacramento wtll realize 
that we're not going to take it 
any more. Until then we. and 
Sacramento, will only have our-
selves, the voters, to blame. 
GET THE NEWS YOU NEED 
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There's a New Sheriff in Town 
cominued from page 2 
restaurant. the lounge, the meet-
ing rooms and other amenities 
reqUire local support to be suc-
cessful. 
Russ Tanak.aya believes that 
working w1th those people. pro-
viding hospitalit) for those peo-
ple, is his pnmary function. To 
that end, he speaks with pride of 
the staff that he has inherited. He 
has known. and worked with, 
many of them before and he 
feels that h1s team 1s up to the 
JOb. 
He is also no stranger to the 
Inland Empire as a marketplace. 
and speaks with great fam1harit) 
of other hotel managers he has 
known and worked with who 
have served this area. 
Tanakaya began h1s hotel 
management career with the 
Hyatt Regency Houston back in 
1982. He served his first director 
of food and beverage position 
with the La Mansion Del Rio 
Hotel in San Antonio in 1984. 
Tanakaya joined the Hilton fam-
ily of hoteb in 1989 as director 
of food and beverage at the 
Guest Quarters Hotel in 
Baltimore. In 1991, he came to 
the west coast to the DoubleTree 
Guest Suites Santa Monica 
where for the next seven years 
he held various executive posi-
tions, including assistant general 
manager. In the spring of 1998, 
Tanakaya joined the Hilton Los 
Angeles North/Glendale as 
assistant general manager. From 
there he went to San Diego and 
then to Ontario. 
A native of Syracuse. N.Y., 
Tanakaya earned a bachelor of 
science degree from the Conrad 
. Hilton College of Hotel and 
Restaurant Management at the 
University of Houston. He is an 
active community advocate, 
having held board positions at 
the local Rotary club, and was 
an adjunct instructor of hospital-
ity at Glendale Community 
College. He has been elected to 
the Board of Governors of the 
Japanese American National 
Museum where his 2002 diversi-
ty project won an award from 
Hilton Hotels Corporation 
through his hotel team's dedica-
tion to teaching cultural under-
standing to more than 2.600 
Glendale Unified School 
District students in the spnng of 
2002. 
Tanakaya beheves that the 
best managers work up the ranks 
from the bottom. He personally 
has served as a bus boy and a 
waiter as well as other positions 
for some I 0 years before his 
move into management. It is his 
belief that a hotel manager can-
not be as successful if they did-
n't come up that way. Besides, 
he confided to us, the rank and 
file can't say that the boss does-
n't know what goes on down the 
hall. 
C nder Russ Tanakaya ·s 
reign. we can \vatch for ne\\ 
1deas. such as the expansiOn of 
the lobb) bar mto a sports and 
Wi-Fi lounge. 
No doubt the b1g blue "H'' 
atop the tower at Haven and l-10 
will continue to shine bright. 
Faris Lee Investments 
continued from page 15 
Within a five-mile radius of 
the center there is a significant 
population that totals 360,000. 
The city of Chino Hills also has 
the h1ghest average annual 
household income in San 
Bernardino County at nearly 
$80,000. Harkins Theatres & 
Shops will serve the adjacent 
cities of Diamond Bar, Walnut, 
Pomona and West Corona as 
well as South Ontario 
which is home to The 
Colony, a master-
planned development 
with a total popula-
tion of 120,000 at 
final build-out. 
SUBSCRIBE TO 
THE 
INLAND 
EMPIRE 
BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
TODAY. 
SEE PAGE 13 
FOR DETALS 
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EXECUTIVE NOTES 
Citizens Business Bank has announced the appointment of 
Chris Haddow to the position of vice president and relationship 
manager for the bank\ Ontario Business Financial Center. Pnor to 
his appointment with Citizens Business Bank, Haddow was vice 
president/business bankmg officer for US Bank, where he was 
responsible for business development, relationship management, 
sales and marketing ............ Citizens Business Bank also announced 
the appointment of Hector Hernandez to the position of senior vice 
president and manager of the bank's Small Business Administration 
(SBA) Servtces. Pnor to his appointment Hernandez was senior 
vice president and small business lending manager for MissiOn Oaks 
National Bank where he was responsible for starting the1r small bus1-
ness lending diVISIOn ......... CVB Financial Corp .. and its wholly-
owned subsidiary. Citizens Business Bank. was recently named as 
one of "America's Finest Companies." They \\,ere Included in the 
16th Annual America's Finest Compames investment dtrectof) from 
personal finance experts Bill and Maf) Staton. CVB Financial 
Corp. was one of only 318 of 19.000 public compames based in the 
U.S. to rece1ve th1s recogmtion. It is predicated on having at least 10 
consecutive years of mcreased eammgs per share or divtdends. CVB 
Financial Corp. also received the KBW Honor Roll Award from the 
investment bankmg firm of Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. at their 
annual Community Bank Investor Conference in New York. This 
award is presented to banks who have increased earnings per share 
for at least 10 consecutive years. This was the fourth consecutive 
year that CVB Financial Corp. has been recogmzed wnh this 
award .............. the San Bernardino National Forest Association 
(SBNFA) has announced that Lacy Kelly has been offered and 
accepted the position of deputy director. Lacy will continue to man-
age several SBNFA divisions, including Children's Forest, the Fire 
Lookout Volunteer Program and the Off Highway Vehicle Program, 
as well as new programs currently under development. In her new 
position, Lacy will play a key role in developing the vision for the 
organization, coordinating resource development, organizational 
growth and day-to-day programmatic operations. Lacy will also 
play an expanded role in partnership development and public rela-
tions, as well as strengthening, expanding, and integrating program 
continued on page 33 
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Faris Lee Investments Completes $26 Million Pre-Sale 
Faris Lee Investments 
announced the $26 million pre-
sale of Harkins Theatres & 
Shops. The newly constructed, 
fully occupied 90,881-sq.-ft. 
premier entertainment center is 
"Faris Lee employed a pre-
sale strategy for the center by 
aggressively marketing the 
property five months prior to its 
anticipated completion. 
Investors with the agility to con-
duct a pre-sale transaction can 
secure a high-quality property 
before it is built. Likewise, 
developers can lock in a buyer 
at a fairly close cap rate to the 
current market. This benefits 
the developer due to potential 
risks in the marketplace includ-
ing the possibility of cap rates 
movmg up by the time construe-
lion is complete." 
continued on page 14 
located at the north-
west corner of State 
Route 71 and Chino 
Avenue. 
Harkins Theatres 
& Shops is situated 
on 10.54 acres and 
includes Harkms 
Theatres. an IS-
screen. state-of-the-
art stadium seating 
multiplex theatre 
totaling 81.880 
square feet. Harkms 
Theatres IS Arizona's 
dominant theatre 
chain with 26 Anzona 
locations. This is the 
second site for the 
chain in Southern 
California. Other ten-
ants total 9,000-sq.-ft. 
of space and include: 
Quizno's, Juice it 
Up!, Z Pizza and 
Maggie Moo's Ice 
Cream & Treatery. 
Harkins Theatres & 
Shops is located with-
in the pedestrian-ori-
ented Crossroads 
Entertainment Center 
which includes 
Hampton Inn Suites, 
Tutor Time and a 
medical office build-
ing. 
Faris Lee advised 
LNR Properties on 
the sale of the newly 
constructed retail cen-
ter as a pre-sale 
opportunity, a trend 
seen in recent months 
that involves a com 
plex negotiation 
process, yet presents 
great rewards for 
developers and 
investors in today's 
competitive retail 
market. 
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The Big Boomer Exodus: 
How to Respond to the Loss of Experienced 
Accon.hng to the L .S 
Bureau of Lanor Stall~ttcs. 111 
2005. Amenca's 76 million 
B,lhy Boomers hegan l0 reach 
age 60 at a rate of one eve!) 
seven seconds. Thiny-live mil-
lion Boomers will retire hetween 
2000 and 2020. and in the 
decade after that. another 23 
million will JOin them. Just tv. o 
year~ from no\\. \\ orkers ages 45 
and older v. ill comprise 40 per-
cent of the worJ..:forcc. 
Jr you ha\ en ' t already 
noticc:d tht~ trend in your O\.\n 
orgamzauon. get ready: a good 
ponion of your workforce will 
he leaving in the next two to 10 
years, and they'll be taking thetr 
years of expenence and hard-
earned talent with them. As a 
comequence, you're going ro 
have a hard time meeting your 
clients' needs, unless you have a 
plan in place and operating now. 
While once workers over 
age 40 were tossed out or passed 
over for promollons, that's much 
less prevalent now. Enlightened 
CEOs know now that their expe-
rienced people's knowledge is a 
tremendously valuable asset. 
What To Do? 
You can't stop at hand-
wringing and bemoaning your 
losses, wondering what you can 
do. To fill the gaps created by 
older, more experienced workers 
now and in the years to come, 
you 'II have to think outside the 
box a bit , exploring new 
opttons-especially retaining 
your "retirees" and bringing in 
bright, up and coming college 
students to learn from and work 
alongside them. When you com-
bine those people who have 
years of experience with stu-
dents in a mentoring program, 
you'll keep what's best about 
your organization alive and well. 
Though they've left the 
workforce, many retirees still 
want to be productive, so among 
those who've already retired, the 
trend for many is to develop 
/>1 1\.farsha Limlqut.lt 
their O\\n bustnes-,cs. As a con-
sc4uencc. they not only leave an 
enormous vacuum of talent 
when they leave. hut they can 
also become your compettt10n! 
Many college studenh, too, 
want to make a contribution, >6fld 
few would pass up the opponu-
nity to get rc:al-world expenence 
that they would ordinarily have 
to \\Jit years. even decades. to 
ac4u1re. While they don't have 
experience, they bring the right 
attitude to the table. 
You need your older worJ..:-
ers' extremely well-developed 
talent, and you also \\ant to har-
ness the kind of talent that still 
needs to he developed, but that 
has the right attitude. This gives 
you the best of both worlds. To 
factlllate thts plan, you need to 
find ways to retain your experi-
enced employees. You'll need to 
bring them back differently than 
before they retired. They won't 
accept the same deal they've 
always had , and that deal likely 
tsn ' t in your company's best 
mterests, anyway. Creating this 
mentoring program is 111 your 
best interests. And here are some 
steps to do 11 m your own organ-
ization: 
I . Offer retirees part-t ime or 
consulting arrangements. Older, 
more expenenced workers have 
"done thetr ume" and often 
don't want to work full-time 
anymore On the other hand. 
many will seek more than a 
leisurely retirement. They will 
want to spend time wtth their 
families, developing hobbies 
and perhaps traveling and gener-
ally enjoying life. But complete-
ly saying goodbye to a lifelong 
career can be tough, and many 
will feel unproductive. The 
upside for you is that their expe-
rience allows them to accom-
plish in less time the same JOb 
that you would have to hire 
someone with less experience to 
do, who would take a lot longer 
to do it! So retirees can work 
part-time, and it all evens out in 
the end-a \\ill-\\ in situation for 
all concerned. 
2. Divvy up johs and hours. 
Bring along college students by 
giving them part of the JOb that 
the expcnenced people used to 
do. Let the older person mentor 
the younger. sho\.\ tng the student 
how to do the JOb but not giving 
htm or her full responsihiltty. to 
allevtate unnecessary pressure. 
If you can patr these I\\O types 
of employee~ up. you will begin 
to get great benefits almost 
immediately. 
3 Full-time is so 20th centu-
ry. Most companies think they 
need to create and fill only full-
time posttions. But consider the 
merits of JOb-shanng and offer it 
to retirees and college students. 
Htre two people who can share 
the job and crossover one day or 
for a half-day each week to brief 
one another, revie\\ progress, 
and decide who's responstble for 
what in upcommg proJects. This 
arrangement wtll meet both 
groups' needs for time outside of 
work. 
4. Offer appropriate henefits. 
Many expenenced people don't 
need certain benefits like sick 
leave and vacation time, because 
you're not employing them-full-
time. But they may need health 
care or long-term care plans. 
Perhaps you could offer them 
summers or winters off to pursue 
adventures or just to relax . 
Simtlarly. college students don't 
need full standard benefits pack-
ages, either. They may get health 
insurance from their school or 
their parents, for example, but 
perhaps they need tuition assis-
tance or college credit for the 
time they work in your organiza-
tion. One word of caution here: 
If you offer ··cafetena style" 
benefits where people get to 
choose from a wide list of 
options, make sure you're fol-
lowing all applicable Federal 
regulations and that you offer 
such options to all your employ-
November :won 
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ees, not ju'>t certatn \\ ho you !eel 
need it 
5. 'vlentor existmg staff 
early.. In add1110n to bringing in 
college students, part of your 
process when vacancies occur 
must be a plan to mentor your 
cxtsting employees. As a rule, 
organizauon' have not nurtured 
less expencnccd employees in 
order to bnng them up through 
the ranks. Because you are sta-
llsllcally unltkcl) to lure all of 
your retirees back, you need to 
utilize your experienced hut pre-
retirement employees for thts 
mentormg role. When thctr tal-
ent and expenencc mean they no 
longer have to fight for their 
own careers anymore, that\ the 
time to enlist them to develop 
other people who can one day 
take their place, allowmg you to 
promote from wnhin. 
Planning is Everything 
An essenual clement of deal-
ing with the mass exodus of 
valuable experienced Baby 
Boomers ts to be aware of 
what's happening-that your best 
people wtll he retiring-and then 
to begin your planning early. 
Even if they're not rctinng, sim-
ply planning to leave the organi-
zation because they've decided 
it's time to move on. experi-
enced employees usually will 
talk about their plans in evalua-
llons and performance reviews. 
giving you the opportumty to 
react accordingly. The better 
prepared you are for thts coming 
and growing trend , the more apt 
your company is to remain prof-
itable, despite any staff changes. 
For more mformation visit 
www.MarshaLindqutst.com or 
send an email to: 
Marsha@ MarshaLi nd.com. 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE 
bUSirl6ssE~Um'al 
SEE PAGE 13 FOR DETAILS 
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Giving Good Feedback 
h\: Peter McLauxlzlin 
"I love my JOb except for two ttmes a year when 1 have to review 
my eight direct reports." Do these words sound famtltar'1 If you arc 
like most managers, you would prefer to JUSt do the "real work" and 
leave it to the employees to ltgure out how thetr performance stands. 
Guess what, this is your "real work." Feedback is about gett tng all 
employees to perform at their best. Simple logic says that ctght peo· 
pie performtng at thetr best enhances company producttvlly far more 
than one person perfom1ing at hts or her best. 
The problem, according to most managers, ts that the education 
and traming on how to gtve feedback in most companies ts woeful 
and inade4uatc. In addition to the poor training, the problem ts exac-
erbated by. the fact that there arc four levels of generations no\\ v.ork-
mg in most c.ompames. the Millcnmum group, Gen-Ys. Gcn-Xer..,, 
and Baby Boomers - four gcncrattons working stde b) side. all of 
whom receive feedback \.\llh different mindsets. 
Numerous sllldtcs have shown that exceptional compantcs have 
higher levels of feedbac k and debate than medtocre compantes. 
Unfortunately, the stark reality is that most people aren't very good 
at givtng or rccetvtng feedback. Tht~ applies both to pos1ttvc teed 
back (praise, thanks. rccognitton) as well as negative or cnttcal feed-
back (confronting poor perfom1ance). Many people could count on 
one hand the number or meaningful conversations they. 've had \\ ith 
their manager ahout thetr performance and personal development 
Why docs lcedback get the short end of the -,uck? The first 
ans\.\er is that people thmk the) arc too bus) to spend time on 11. The 
second answer ts that feedback terntory is lraught with cmollonal 
snares and pitlalls. \Vhethcr in a formal pcrfom1ance re\ ie\v or an 
mfom1al comers,nion in the haii\V,I), )OU have to pos"e" a rare bal-
ance of candor ,tnd scnslli\ tl) to tackle diflicult tssues \\ ith a '>Ubor-
dinatc or co-worker. When recetv ing feedback. you have to endure 
judgmental conversalt!lll'> that ma) feel ltke a personal alt,tck. 
But feedback comcrsattons arc essential. They force you to face 
reality, confront the problems that arc causing your team to under 
perfonn, and nse out ol the '>Wampland to a htghcr level of produc 
llVtty - and a more en_1oy able work environment. With learning and 
practice. you can turn your feedback conversations tnto productive 
dialogue that promotes strong rclallonshtps and great rc:sults. rather 
than destrucllvc dtscussions that lead to mediocrity and frustration . 
Don't say that you're too busy to give and receive feedback -as for-
mal Intel CEO Andy Grove says. "'It\ one of the highest leverage 
activillcs you can pcrfonn " 
Here arc seven tips on how to make your feedback experiences 
the most effective they can bc ... and something you actually look for-
ward to. 
Giving Feedback: 
1. Ask Permission to Give Feedback 
You will not believe the difference in the level of convcrsatton 
when you ask perrntssion. Askmg permtssion to give feedback sets 
a positive framework on a s ttuatton that could be perceived as nega-
tive. "Can I have permission to g tvc you some feedback?" " I have 
a couple ideas ... can I share them with you?" "Do you mind if I give 
COIIII /llled Oil page 20 
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FULL SERVICE GRAPHICS 
• \Neb Development 
• \Neb Des1gn 
• Databas1ng 
• E-Commerce 
• \Neb Host1ng 
• Graphic Des1gn 
• Corporate ldent1ty 
• An1mated Logos 
• Marketing Collateral 
Be Noticedn Increase Business 
with Custom Design 
Ment1on thts ad for a free consultation 
909.338.3'187 
'\N'\N'\N. rn indseyes. net 
Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date? 
Does it take forever to get your website updated? 
Is your web staff overworked? 
We can help! 
• t~~~rStrategies ter ~t commerc~ sou Of'S • 
-- Content management solutions 
-- E-commerce tools and services 
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions 
-- Website planning, design and implementation 
-- Website project management services 
-- Website hosting 
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs 
Our content management tools can help you decouple the 
look-and-fee/ of your site from the informational content. 
Your clerical staff can keeA,your content up-to-date; 
they won't have to wait for your overworked web experts 
to do it. 
For more Info see us at www.csz.com 
Call today for a free consultation! 
909-920-9154 x27 
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Positive Workplace Politics With Your Boss 
It "s a simple. real-world fact. 
A fact most people sui! do not 
··get... Toda}. the majority of 
people lose their jobs not 
bt:cause they messed up or made 
some costly mistaJ...e at work, but 
because they didn't understand 
"\\ orkplace politics." Being 
politically savvy is what helps 
you keep your job when you do 
make a mistake. 
My defimt10n of politics is 
"the difference between what is 
right-and what ts effective." 
How often in your career have 
you been right, but everyone 
hates you for it? That's the gap 
you need to understand and 
worJ... . It's not about walking on 
others to get what you need, but 
it is about understanding the 
unspoken messages of your 
workplace and tappmg into the 
flow of power to accomplish 
your agenda. Think of it as 
"how to shake the tree and get 
the resources you need." 
One of the most important 
political alliances to cultivate is 
your relationship with your boss. 
Start b} asking yourself this 
question, "Do I actuall} manage 
my relationship with my boss .. 
. or just try not to make him or 
her mad?" Most people do only 
the latter. Tum that around and 
start creating a more positive, 
effective relationship with your 
boss by answering these key 
questions: 
1. What is the method of 
communication with which my 
boss is most comfortable? 
Is it face-to-face, e-mail, or 
voicemail? Sarah had a boss 
who responded best to voice-
mail. He wasn't big on face-to-
face because it required too 
much time. He could return five 
voicemails in airports faster than 
he could type e-mails on his 
Blackberry. If you voicemailed 
him, you almost always got an 
answer the same day. especially 
when he was busy. And this 
bv Marxarer Morfiml 
strategy also made her looJ... very 
self-sufficient because Sarah 
wasn't always m hts office ask-
mg questions. On the rare occa-
sion when she asked for time on 
his calendar, he would move her 
to the head of the line bt:cause he 
knew it was important. 
2.During what time of day 
is my boss most receptive to 
talking? 
Your boss may be a morning 
person, or more open to longer 
conversations as the day winds 
down and the phones stop ring-
ing. If your boss ts talkative and 
you need a quick answer, check 
his calendar or understand his 
lunch schedule and go see him 
15 minutes before he has a meet-
ing or before he typtcally leaves 
for lunch. Is there a particular 
day of the week that is better for 
your boss than others? One gov-
ernmental group waits until 
Wednesdays to ask for anything 
important from their manager. 
because on Tuesdays the boss 
meets with the Board of 
Commissioners and Monday s 
are spent preparing. 
3. When my boss needs 
advice, who does he consult? 
For those of you. who have 
seen the "Godfather" films, 
think of this advisor as your 
boss' "Consigheri." Butld a 
good relationship with thts per-
son so he or she says good things 
about you to your boss. 
Remember-this is someone to 
whom your boss listens and 
whose opinion he or she greatly 
values. 
4. What are the last three 
business books my boss read? 
Any book your manager 
•pends valuable time reading, 
you should read. I know one 
manager who wanted funding in 
the budget for an additional per-
son, but knew his boss hated any 
increase in headcount. His boss 
was a great fan of the book 
"Good to Great." Even though 
the manager was not a big read-
er, he read the booJ... because hts 
boss valued its insights. The 
manager was able to justify his 
request for the new posillon by 
saytng he needed "the right peo-
ple on the bus in the right seats" 
(wording that comes stratght 
from ''Good to Great"). This 
resonated with his boss and he 
got the approval to hire the new 
person. 
You also can bt: politically 
savvy by gtvmg your boss the 
gift of a business book you 've 
recently read and agree with. 
This allows you to use the author 
as an expert, to conven your 
boss to your way of thmkmg. 
Be sure to inscribt: the book on 
the mstde fly leaf and stgn your 
name. Thts way, every ttme 
your boss opens the book, he or 
she is reminded of the gift. And 
if your manager lends 11 to some-
one, you will appear to be sman, 
cutting edge. and someone 
whose opimon your boss values. 
If your boss tS not a reader, 
you can sttll use this strategy. 
Simply select a book that is short 
but packed with insights, so your 
boss wtll be willing to spend an 
hour reading it. And never put 
the cost of the book on your 
expense report. This is a gift-
and an investment m your 
career. Surely your career is 
wonh $20 or $25! 
Here are three quick 
"political rules" for successful-
ly dealing with bosses: 
Rule 1 - Stay neutral about 
new bosses. When you get a 
new boss, you will be barraged 
by people asking you what you 
think of him or her. These peo-
ple will repeat what you say 
throughout the organitation, so 
say this: "She seems very sman. 
but I haven't worked with her 
for very long." Thts is both non-
commmal and posttlve. 
Rule 2 - When your boss 
says somethmg nice about you, 
do not de flect the com pliment 
with modesty or with humor by 
c racking the JOke about " maybe 
this is a good time to ask for a 
raise." Thts devalues the com-
pliment and creates an awkward 
s ituation for everyone present. 
even if they know you arc 1-..td-
ding. Here's the perfect reply: 
"Thank you so much. That 
means a great deal to me commg 
from you." Yo u now have 
tripled the chances your manag-
er will say more nice things 
about you in the future. 
Rule 3 - Last, but not least, 
never speak badly a bout your 
boss in the workplace- even if 
everyone e lse cal ls htm " the 
spawn of Satan." By not saying 
anything bad, you send a clear, 
unspoken message throughout 
your organttation that you are 
patient, restlient, and loyal. All 
of which are great qualit ies to 
have. You enhance your value 
and reputat!On-stmply by shut-
ting up. 
For more 
please 
information, 
contact: 
mmorford@mleesmitlz.com. 
When Planning 
Your 2007 
Advertising 
Budget, 
Consider ... 
Fm· Achl·rtising 
I nfonn~ation 
('all (9U9) 4H]-47UO m-
Visit om· \Vd> sitl· at: 
""''·husjournal.l'Oill 
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16 A free worJ...shop hoste_d by the Inland E.mptre chapter of 
SCORE "Counselors to 
America's Small Busmess" and 
underv. n tten by Venzon 
Commumcattons will be he ld 
from 8:30a.m.- I :30 p.m. at the 
Hilton Ontario Airport , 700 ~ . 
Haven Ave.. Ontario. The 
v.orJ...shop "Butldmg Your Small 
Business With Technology .. ts 
free of charge but requires pre 
registration available at 
v. wv..score I 14.org. The goal of 
the worJ...shop ts to increase 
small bus mess owners· under-
standing or techno lOg) and hov. 
11 can tmprove thetr business· 
compctillve edge 
16 NAWBO (\iat10nal \ssoctat ion of Women Business 
Owners) ts Inviting those inter-
ested m joining them for a 
lunc heon be mg he ld at the 
DoublcT ree Hote l Ontario 
Airport, 222 North Vineyard 
Avenue, Ontano at II : 15 a .m. 
(registration) and lunch at 12:00 
p.m. A speaker will be talk ing 
on the subject of breast canccr. 
Please call Gwen Thtbeaux at 
(!l!l!ll 324- 1526 to RSVP. Pricc 
ts $40 :--.JAWBO member and 
545 non-memhers and all \\alk-
ms. 
DECEMBER 2006 
12 Fisher & Phillips LLP, one o f the largest law firms Ill 
the field of labor and employ-
ment law, will present a 
' 'Legally Required Sexual 
Harassment Training" seminar 
on Tuesday, Dec. 12 from 9:00 
a.m. to II :00 a.m. at the Ontario 
Airpon Marriott at 2200 E. Holt 
Blvd. in Ontario. A "Train the 
Trainer" sesston will follow 
from II: 15 - I :30 p.m. The ses-
sion is for human resources pro-
fessionals and will provide 
attendees the necessary tools to 
personally provide sexual 
CALENDAR 
h.trassmcnt tr.tinmg to then 
organtzattons. The cvcnt cost is 
$75 per person or $65 per per-
son for two or more Individuals 
from the same company for the 
fi rst session. and 5250 per per-
son to attend both sessions. 
Attendees wtl l recetve mandato-
ry training as required by recent 
legislation that requires all 
C'altfornta cmplo)er-, \\ ith 50 or 
more employees to provtde at 
!cast two hours or harassment 
avoidance trammg to all super-
visors e•ef} two ycars. The 
scm mars. which mclude a conti-
nental breakfast at X:30 a.m. and 
lunch dunng the "Train the 
Trainer" session. will be taught 
by attorneys at the Irvine office 
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of f-t<;hcr & Phillips Ll P that 
speciah;e in this area ol law. To 
rcgister for the semmar or for 
more information. call (949) 
X51-2424 or e-mail jgreen-
baum@ laborlav. yers.com 
HAVE Ar-< UPC0\1t"G E\ E~T? 
CONTACT US TO HAVE IT 
PLACED IN THE CALENO,\R SEC· 
TIO~. (909) 4R3-4700 
mill ion" of chil<lrt>n m ""' ~IOJlln~ < ountrit'~ are sulT~rinfl, " ilh deft lip and 
ale. Conclt'mnt"<l to u lift•tJm,· of malnutrition. ,hamt· and i-.ola tion. 
Th~ g<JOtl n<'"' is that \ irtualh all of lh~'l' childrt>n <·an be hf'lpt'cl. This is the 
ni,,ion of Tiw Smilt> Train. We f'ntp<JM' r l<X·al 'urgeon~ to pm, ide thi" life chan~ng 
ree deft surgf.'l) "hi<-h take• us liu lc a s 45 minutes and Nh ls a., lillie as $250. II 
·,e, de~pt"rute d 11ldren not JU'I a ne" smile--but a nt'w life. 
100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0% goes toward overhead. 
-·--------------------------------------------------------------------· 
YES, I want to giYe a child a c;econd rhanre at life. i Make check out to 
::J $2:;o Provi<l"' d.-ft ""'V" foro .... dul.t. 0 $ 50 Pro,;d.,.. m..di<abOru for 0~ •urp"n. i "The Smile Train." 
"'J $125 C:mrNI half tl,.. ('0fll of Onf" ~U~r")· n $ Wt"•ll ~atf"full) A("("t"pt aDl' amounL : 
Tt"ll""phvnC' 
S«att" 
0 Ma.ter{;ard 0 AMFX 
h .p.Oaff' 
~.t du, "" .. ~.,... w1th 1'•otaf ~ \U: 
The Smile Train 
P.O. Boxl979 
~ ,, 
! TheSmileTrain 
' (~ \ . 'au ! \ flml' i l-877-KID-SMILE 
------------------~~~-c-~~-~~~~-~~-~~~:~~~~~?~?:!?_'-~-----~~~:~~~j www.smiletrain.org 
•\U rwnr~br d:~R.~ ::.~~~~:TI.r'"ta':J:~n~-~~-~~~~il~;~no'l001~~~j~~~~)(3l ftOnpJal 
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Giving Good Feedback 
< 01111/lll<'d from fltl~ < I~ 
) o u ,1 su!!gc.:stton on hO\\ 10 .• ?"' T he.: so.: arc.: JUst .1 ft:\\ t: \ ampks. 
2. Set a Tone of Energy and OptimiHII 
Co nscwusl) ,1\\Ume an a ttitude that c.:mhr.lct:s both candor and 
-,e,:nsttl\ it;. If tt 's g()lllg to be.: a d1flicult eom Cf'>,lt lon. plan for tt h) 
g.uhc.:ring .1 11 the.: nc.:ec.:ssar) infonnation .md rehc.:ars1ng "hat )OU \\ ,lilt 
tn eommun1e.uc.: . It ;. ou go into a lcedhack: sess1on rc.: .td) to )ell at 
someone.:, tht:) .~re JUst going to gc.:t dt:lc ns l\ c.: . Keep the.: ene rg) in the 
room posit I\~'. .md you'' ill see a much beltt:l rc.:spon' e 
3. Focus of! Specifics 
\\hen sharmg k ed hack. focu' on specific \ ltuations and behav-
ior. rather than dehing into psychoanalysi,. Talk to )-OUr direc t 
report or cO-\\Orker about ho\\ their decisions affect other people. 
and hO\\ their acttons affect busmess resulh. 
4. Show Appreciation af!d Say Thank You 
Yes. ) our colleagues and employees are adults \\ ho get patd to do 
their job. hut to believe that expressing praise isn ' t important 1s to 
'astl) underestimate the human era\ mg for appreciation. Let them 
know you 'alue the1r time as \\ell as their willingness to lbten to 
your feedback . 
5. Confront .'Von-Performaf!ce 
Don't wait for the year!) review to tackle thi' issue. t\on-per-
fomlance is something that needs to he confronted as soon as po,si-
ble. Take a hard look: at realit) together. and make it clear that 
change is nece.,.,ar). Get them talk:mg about ho\\ the) mtend to 
nnprO\ c. Agree on outcomt:s and timt:lincs. Set dilkrcnt con,e-
quences lor di fie rent le\ e ls of per1"om1ancc 
6. Remember It's a Dialogue, Sot a Monologue. 
A'k: que,tion' and listen a ttenth el) to ans\\ ..:rs. Ofkr sugges-
tions .md support. Joint!) constder opttons Pa) attentton to the 
unique talents of those )Ou're giving feedback: to. and if posstble. 
frame solutions that leverage their strengths. 
7. Encourage and Energi:.e 
Get excited about the changes your direct reports can make. Give 
them examples of ho\\ they can improve and shO\\ that you ·re sup-
port I\ e of them making the-,e changes for the better. Some feedback: 
dtscu"iom \\On't tum out to bc fun encounters. But tf managed 
sk:illfull). the majorit) of feedback: con,ersations can lea>e people 
feeling tired up ... rather than beaten up. 
Gt\ ing feedback: is fiN of all an attitude and can on I) he made a 
habll b) constant practice. "The \\Orst hann you can do." Jack 
Welch. sa)s in his book . "Winning." "is not to be candid '~ith some-
on~: else." 
For mrm: informal/Oil, plea.11! contact Peter at ( 303) 32 I -500H or 
at peter@ petermclau~hlin.com. 
Next Month in the December 
Issue Don't Miss "The New 
Lake Arrowhead Resort" 
MAXIMIZE YOUR 
HIRING INTELLIGENCE 
CHARACTER AND BEHAVIOR COUNT! 
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Is Desert Hot Springs An Energy Vortex? 
Energ::.- 'orte \ ... "hat the 
heck 1' thai ? Well , sirnpl) stated. 
in the ca~c of ,m Earth energ) 
vortex. it i' a loeatwn where 
sev..:ral E<~rth po'~~r' convcrg~. 
Vorte:~.es are "pmv er spots ... 
'~here a great concentration or 
energy emil'> 
from the planet. 
There arc some 
~:>.pens who reel 
that these power 
points arc them-
selves onl) the 
surface manll'es-
tation of an en~r­
g:r mfrastructure 
"I thin the planet 
There arc two types of ener-
gy vortexes: Pos111ve vort~xes 
expand and perpetuate encrg). 
while negative vorte\~s dissi-
pate energ:r Ther~ \ more on 
negatt\~ \Ortcxes later 
\1\PPI\l; Till: F\UH;! 
In th~ e\tr.wrdmar) case of 
Desert Hot Springs, there IS <1 
convergence of ti' e ent:rg) 'or-
tt:\e' meeting in one pl.tcc 
E.1rthquake I .1ult s, geothe rmal 
underground '' ater, the align-
ment of the mnuntam pe .tk:s. 
wind and. of cours~·. sun ener 
gics. 
If you look at an cnerg) mar 
of the Desert llot Spnngs area. II 
explains \vhat is happening ,md 
can b~: u'ed a' .m aid in und~l ­
standJng the location of each of 
the energ) force' and their rela-
tionship to one ,mother 
Looking ,ll ,t topogr,tphtcal 
map (or <.:len ,1 Thnm.ts Broth..:rs 
map page) of the area. the liN 
"ould he a I me that runs from 
Dillon Road near rlwus,md 
Palms north almost to the 
\1isslon Spnngs Countf\ Club 
(from south~a'>t to northwc't) 
along the \1isston Creek f.tult 
line Th1s fault IS an oil -shoot of 
the famous San \ndr~as fault, 
\Vh1ch runs south of the Cll). 
The ne\t area is th~ loc.llion 
of an und~rground hot \\ater 
lake. \\ h tch in places runs from 
the bas~ of the mountain' JUst 
northeast of I0\\11 (\\ C\1 ol Palm mcnt. If the) had planned .md 
Dri\ c and north ol Ptcrson la1d the ctl) 'tr<.:cts on a north -
Boule\ard ) to JU't 'outh\\~sl of \\e't b) southca't ,1\is, the gen -
the Mission Creek fault lmc nal population of D..:,crt llot 
( mcludmg the 1\\o Bunch Palms Spnngs mtght be calmer. 
Resort). and from the bu-,lncss \10R I 1.1\ES o~ E\ERG\ 
gcnl!rallon In :\ati\l! \rnen~an 
~ulturcs the'e places \\t:re m the 
e.1rc of mcdtcmc men \1an) ol 
the ceremonies performed trl 
such energ) vortex~:s imohcd 
calling on th~ four elem~llls 
I:arth. fire. water and air Tht: center of Desert I lot Spring on In additiOn to ~:nergy ema-
~------~~------~----------~ medic1nt: people 
k:nc\~ that com-
munion with the 
elements held the 
power to hnng 
forth healing. 
the northwest to the southeast. 
The mountain energ) comes 
from the lme of peaks rrom the 
rim of the L1ttle San Bernardino 
Mountains starting 111 Painted 
Hills. These mountains border 
the cit) to the north~:ast II )OU 
\\ere to dra\\ a line through tht: 
middle of th~ Jake, ) OU \\ ouJd 
notice that all thr~·e lm~s arc 
n~arl) parallel to one another, 
'' ith tht: lake line nc,trl) 111 the 
center of the fault and mnunt,un 
lines . Th1s means that their coer-
g) fields arc in alignment w llh 
on..: another. Thts i' no accid..:nt . 
for the underground lake is held 
in place b) the fault lme and the 
mount<llll' provide the 1v atc1 
runoff for the lake. It is another 
example of nature 111 hannon) . 
The important thmg to kmm 
h~:re ts tf )OU arc standing taemg 
nm1hea-,t )OU arc puttmg ) our 
hod) m alignment \\ llh these 
po-,itt\C cncrgi~·s 'tou some-
tunes ma) lind )OUr,elf standtng 
facing in thts diteetJon or 'top 
ping to rc't or meditate w 1thnut 
re,tll) ~nmvtng \lh) . \la)b<.: 
)Oujust ltnd it comtort,1hlc. It's 
l1k:c sitting 111 front ol )Our fire -
place at honlL' \lost people like 
to stt direct!\ 111 front of .1 ltre 
not oflto the \ld..: 'o \\C c,m 
feel the \\ <~rmth and sec the 
dancmg Images 111 the ll,unes. 
It ts unfortunate th.tt the 
founding fathers of the cit) \\ere 
ummare of th1' encrg) align 
What can you. 
as an mdividual 
expect when :rou 
enter into an ener-
View of Mt San Jacinto from DHS by Betty Wall1n g) vonex? If ) ou 
nating from the mountam peaks. 
fault ltne and underground 
water. Desert Hot Spnngs also 
has strong wind energ). from the 
common therapeutic hree;e to 
the sometimes f~rocious \\ ind-
stoml\. Wmd ts an energ) of 
purific ation . Can ) ou 1111agine 
the trouble the 'all c) \\ ould he 
111 if the \\tml didn't blo\\ ,md 
ground dO\\ n the 'mog th,ll 
enters our 'aile) from the \\est? 
\I an: ~.Hive AmcnL,llh h,t\ e 
the abiltt) to l1,ten to the "ind 
,md hear It talk. It \Olllctimes 
tells those of uo., 1\hO are st:nsJ-
ti' e to 1t about the condition' 
from "here it came. sometimes 
it tells us about the weather that 
is COilllng. 
Final!) there IS the \\onder 
ful sun ~ncrg) for \\ h1ch thts 
arL'a 1s famous. A' the 'un tran-
s!!\ from ea't to \\ l!\l each da). It 
bathes the 'aile) \I llh .til Its 
pol\ cr. hnghtnc" .md hc.tlmg 
encrg). 
DR\\\ l\!; Ol T Till. F\1 R!,\ 
S() \\hat 1\ the \lgfltiiL ,IIIC~' 
of a pl,1c~ that 1s .111 cnerg) 'or 
tC.:\! AnLient people nhlde pJI 
gnmages to location' such ,1s 
these bcc.1u'e the) hcl1n ed 
them to he 'acred 'itcs. l"hcse 
earl) people" ould com~· to wch 
place' to do ecrcmont~·s and <~sk 
for healing. Q, cr the e~·nturies. 
kno1v ledge of the sitco., \\as 
pa\\Cd d0\\11 from generation to 
hope to denve the fullest possi-
ble benefit from the energies. 
:rou must concentratl! your 
awareness. quiet your mind. and 
tunc your ent1rc being to the 
en~:rgy broadcast from the po\\cr 
pomt Here "t: ha' c the unique 
a btl it) \\ 1th the natural hot 
\\ at..:rs to Immerse ourschcs Ill a 
pool or w htrlpoo! hot tub .md 
ha\ e full commumon \\ Hh one 
of the po1ver> tltrectl) In gener-
.11. pe(lple arc dra\\ n to cnerg) 
'orte\cs and po\\ cr spoh HI 
search of enlightenment ,md 
1nn~r peace: the) are .ntractcd b) 
the ill\ 1sible force and its thera-
peutic elkcts. 
A' mentiOned earlier. there 
are pos1ti1 c and negatl\ e energ) 
'Ot1c\cs and Desert Hot Spnngs 
IS Oil ,1 pO\Itive \ Orte\ \ortC\CS 
arc like a magnet Ill the sense 
tlhlt on..: ~:nd i' poslli\e and the 
other negatt\ c . The neg:lli\ c 
sltk of the en erg) 'ortc\ Ill thts 
.u-ea I' ln~·atcd 111 the 'ICillll) nl 
P,tlm Dn' c .. nd Imerstate I 0 II 
) ou drl\ e that route regular!) 
)llU m.l) not1ce that th~·rL' " 
almost ah\ a)' .t car brokc.:n 
dm\ n <~long the road fh1s 1' 
hcc,1use rnachme' 111 margmal 
nmnmt. condiuon \\ill f.ul \\hen 
pa.,...ing through a ncgati\ c ener-
g) \OriC\. 0-egatl\C \Orte\L'S 
di,stpatc energ). so tf :our ~,1r" 
.1lread) not runnmg \l.!f) well. 
11·, hcst to pass through these 
area' a' quick!) as possible. 
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PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS, FAMILY, EMPLOYEES! 
DEVELOP A SIGNIFICANT RESIDUAL EXTRA INCOME 
FOR MORE TIME FREEDOM AND EARLY RETIREMENT! 
One of the fastest growing companies on the New York Stock Exchange offers a legal protection plan for 
business owners, their families and their employees. Our members receive free legal services, indud 
mg a powerful identity theft shield 
Have you ever had problems with ... 
employees, customers, suppliers, taxes, your city, county, state, regulators, compliance, msuronce & lio 
bility issues? 
Do you have a will? Have you ever been .. 
unhappy with a purchase, sued, overcharged for a repair, audited by the IRS, involved in on occident? 
Have you ever .. 
a traffic ticket, signed a contract or document, lost a security deposit, wonted to get legal 
about anything but didn't know what type of lawyer to ask, or thought it would be too expen 
Member of the ITEX 
Cashless Marketplace 
(888) 588·4839 
WWW.Jtex,CQffi 
What would you do ..• if you got 
arrested in the middle of the night because 
someone committed a crime using your iden-
tity? Our $10/month plan will "gel you out" 
before you "sit in"! 
For more details please e-mail your nome 
and phone number to 
or simply call lutz 
Schmidt ot 954 263-7485 (EST). 
Please indicate if you ore interested 1n a legal 
protection pion, the business opportunity 
(selling our pions and/ or recruiting soles 
agents), or both. 
redesegned 1n a sleek and contemporary sty e to 
help you st-.owcase your success We are central y 
IOOJted at the Downtown C v1c Center n Or>ta o 
CA between the 10 & 60 freeways WJttl easy 
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Features: 
• 309 beaut,~ully renovated guest rooms 
and suttes with luxurious Seren ':y Beds " 
• Outdoor heated pool and whirlpool 
• Cafe Catalina featunng delicious 
Californta cu1sine and lobby lounge 
• 24 hour room seNtce 
• Fully equipped exerc1se factlity 
• Gtft shop and newsstand 
• 24-hour business center (self-servtce) 
• Concterge 
• Same day laundry 
• ln-•oom coffee 
• Htgh-speed Internet access 
• Dual ltne dataport phones Wit'l 
extra long cords and vo1cemaii 
• Express cneck tn and checkou! 
• Complimentary outdoor parktng 
• 
1 5.000 Sq Ft. of fiexible rneettng space 
to accommodate groups from i 2 to 760 
• Cof"""plimentary shuttle service provtding 
transportatiOr to and from the Ontano 
lnternattonal Atrport 24 hours a day 
#1 Choice for Business Travelers in the Inland Empire 
The rewty renovated Huton Ontano Airport ts cefltrally located tn the 
Inland Empire With easy access to Ontano Convention Center, local 
businesses, the California Speedway Ontario Mills Mall and Victoria 
Gardens. Complimentary shuttle is provided to Ontario International 
Airport, located just three minutes away. 
Hilton HHonors8 
• Only woth Htlton HHonors can you earn 
botr Po1nts & Miles for +he ~a1'1e stay 
at 'Tlore than 2, 700 '1otels worldwide 
• Concterge lounge for HHonors guests 
700 North Haven Avenue 
Ontano, CA 91164 • 909 980 0400 
www.ontariohilton.com 
® . 
Hilton 
Ontario Airport 
Novcmh~r 2006 
CSUSB Ranks Fourth Nationally 
Cll/1(111/ll'c/ji-otll f'lii/L J 
Jc, el entrcprcnctm.hlp program-,. CSL SB \\as the onh C:aliforn1a 
State C'ni\crsit; campus listed 111 the surve) and the h1gi1est rani-1ng 
of all Californla-ba-,cd un1\ crsit1es. L CLA had the nc\t highest pro-
gram from C.tliforma atl\o. II . 
The annual surve) results pro\ ide a grov.mg number of students 
selcctmg entrepreneur-,hip as a focus or their stud1cs \\llh a crethble. 
objceti\c rc-,ource for locating the top educational providers in the 
field. 
A number of nitena were factored in the evaluation of entrepre-
neurship program-, at colleges and universities. including the entre-
preneurial emphas1s of the curnculum, mentonng. e\pcrienual learn-
ing. faculty credentials. and the success of graduatmg students and 
alumni. H1gh-rankmg schools demonstrated a commitment to prac-
tical. hands-on c\pcricntlal learning to provide the skills that trans-
lates into real-world businesses. 
"Top entrepreneurship programs 111 busmess have a pract1cal 
dimcns1on that is hands-on: to apply \\hat is learned in the classroom 
for success 111 the husmcss world. On that measure. and so many 
more. I am proud that our Inland Center for Entrepreneurship pro-
gram. under the leadership of M1k.e Stull. 1s acclaimed nationally." 
sa1d Karen Diii-Bowcrman. dean of the College or Bus1ncss and 
Public Adm inistration "Economic development 111 the Inland 
Empire-a region known to be supportive to entrepreneurs-will be 
increasingly fueled by CSLSB graduates who have strong entreprc-
ncunal education 
"We arc confident that the excellence of our program will 
increase as it matures and contmues its growth. IECE. a relative!) 
ne\\ program. C\emplitics the success that can come to a new ven-
ture when a sound bu ... ine-,s plan meets communll) need. It IS no sur-
pnse that our grtm mg numbers or entrepreneurship studcnh are suc-
cess full) launching nev. enterpnses." 
Also on the list of top 25 graduate program-, in the nation for 
entreprcncur-,hip \\Cn.• the Unl\ersit) ot \\ashmgton. Temple 
Umverslt). lnd1ana Un1,ersity. Bloommgton. LCLA.. the L nivcr~it) 
of Ill ino1s. Ch1cago. Tulane. Penn State. Boston Lmvcrsu;. Southern 
Methodist Lnivcrsity, Babson Ln1versit; and the L niversity of 
Virgin !<I. 
Along with undergraduate and M.B.A. degree concentrations in 
entrepreneurship and a cutting edge technolog) entrcpn:neursh1p 
graduate program that trams prom1sing minorit) '>Cicntists from 
around the CO!IIllr). Cal State San Bernardino. through IECE. also 
conducts an annual student business plan competition. prO\ ides stu-
dents v. ith 111ternsh1ps and student consulting projects \\ ith local 
entrepreneurial companies: otTers the Surado Distinguished Lecture 
Series each quarter that brings succcs~ful entrepreneur-, to campus to 
speak. w 11h students Interested 111 launching l!ntrepreneunal venture-.: 
and has established the Spmt or the Entrepreneur Av.ards program-
-a regional event hononng Inland Empire entrepreneurs. and a pro-
gram that provides up to eight full-tuition scholar-,hips annually to 
students studying entrepreneurship. 
~ \\ edm.·-,Ja). O\ l·mher 29 - 7 J m 
HI l1rc "tatwn 1- \mm (>: \lorl•no 
pr~;m lltlhl: \.JIIab. H~ ~ 
~ 
• 
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Tutor Time. an 11 ,300-sq.-ft. childcarc property sold to a Pasadena-
based pnvate trust for $4.15 million. The property is located ncar the 
15 Freeway at 6020 Hamner Ave 111 Mira Loma Built in 2006. the 
freestanding building is situated on I 26 acres and is I 00 percent 
1\N~ leased to a Tutor Time franchisee . The propcrt) 1s part of 
East vale Gatev.a;. a retail center .mchorcd by Vons, Best Bu;. Target 
and Home Depot... .Hanley Bro\\n Group represenh buyer m 
)4,995.000 sale ol 57.81 X sq ft. multi-tenant reta1l center 111 Hemet. 
The shoppmg center. 1-nown as Diamond Valley Shopping Center. 
is located at the signai11Cd intcr ... ection of State Street and Stetson 
Avenue. The center 1s shadow anchored by Henr) \ Market and 
Chevron. The property. which consists of two buildings situated on 
5.14 acres. was 83 percent occupied at the t1me of the sale. The pur-
chase price was $4.995.000.. . .. .. The Shopoff Group has sold 
Springbrook Estates. a 183-acre res1dent1al land development 
located \vllhm a master-planned communi!) 111 Highgrove. located m 
Rl\erside Count). to Centex Homes. The ShopotT Group acquired 
Springbrook Estate'> 111 2004 as a 132-acrc parcel and subsc4ucntl) 
mcrcased it to I X3 .tcrc>. It includes 650 lots "nh a 34-acrc -.ports 
and recreation park.. Centex Homes purcha-.ed the fiN phase of th1s 
de' elopment. '' h1ch included 51 'i lots. 111 December 2005. The sale 
or the rema1ning 135 lot-. clo-,cd earlier th1s month. Centex Homes. 
one of Southern California's largest homebuilders. IS expected to 
begin grading on the site before the end of the ;ear. Springbrook 
Estates will consist or 1.276 singlc-famli; homes built in two phas-
es. Lot sizes in Pha>e I range from 5.000 to 6.000 sq. ft. : Phase 2 
lots v.ill bc-4.000 sq. ft... ..... '\11\N-Icascd Ball) Total Fitness build-
ing in Montcl<ur sells lor S 11.6 million to Los Angeles investor 
Pacific Equities Group .......... Panattoni DeHiopment Compan) 's 
retail di\ 1s1on announced that Home Depot has s1gncd a purch.1sc 
and sales agreement for 9.2 acres with plans to open a store at 
Rancho del Chino. Panattoni"s llC\\ S90 m1llion retail development 
proJect located on 42 acres in Chino. The 450.000-sq.-ft. retail 
development proJeCt 1s located at the northeast corner of Ramona 
A,·cnue and Chino Hills Parkwa) ............ '\ev. Starbucks dri\e-thru 
propert) on Mam St. and Manposa m Hesperia sell-, for 5.1. 7 1 mil-
lion ............... Boureston Oe'l-elopment recent!) broke ground 
Village Court Professional Pla7.a. a nc\\, -W.OOO-sq.-ft. profcsswn-
al office bulidmg located in Palm Desert's main bu>mess and finan -
cial corridor. The onc-stor) buildmg will otTer professional office 
suites that can be di\ 1dcd from 1.200-sq.-ft. It should be completed 
in spring 2007. and the asking rate is $2.10 sq. ft./mo 
'\'-:'\........ ,\J..o in Palm Desert. ,1 joint \Cnturc of II'\ inc-based 
Focus Real Estate LP and HG Capital. out of :\lenlo Park, ha-. bro-
ken ground on Shore Rusine.,s Park, a 6X.300-sq.-ft. officc/w arc-
house conclomm1um proJect. The TIC\\ SIX million de' clopmcnt 1s 
situated tour .1crcs along Dmah Shon~ DriH~. v. est of \1tmtcre) A' c., 
COIIIiiiiiCd 011 pu~c 29 
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Commercial Real Estate Brokers Serving the Inland Empire 
Listed A Iphahetically 
Company Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Baxlev Properties, Inc. 
73-712 Alessandro, B-4 
Palm Desert, CA 92260 
The Bradco Companies 
P.O. Box 2710 
Victorville, CA 92393 
CB Richard Eilis 
4141 Inland Empire Blvd.. #100 
Ontario, CA 91764 
CDM Group, Inc. 
31309 Highway 79 South, Suite 100 
Temecula, CA 92592 
Coldwell Banker Commercial - Almar RE Group 
41790 Winchester Rd., Ste. G 
Temecula, CA 92590 
Coldwell Banker Commercial - Inland Empire 
8311 Haven Ave., Ste. 200 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Colliers Seeley International 
3401 Centrelake Drive, Ste. 150 
Ontario. CA 91761 
73-733 Fred Waring Drive, Suite 110 
Palin Desert, CA 92260 
Commercial Realty Advisors, Inc. 
3200 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 170 
Ontario, CA 91764 
Cushman & Wakefield 
3800 Concours 
,CA 917(4 
I.E. Commercial Property 
Leased/Sold (total $ volume 
Oct. 1,2004 - Sept. 30,2005 
135,154,612 
109,337,708 
2,371,500,628.16 
# of Commercial Projects 
Represented in the 
Inland Empire 
79 
132 
# of Active Licensed # of Offices 
Commercial Agents In I.E. In I.E. 
# of Employees (IE) 
GVA Daum 
3998 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 400 
Ontario, CA 91764 
RBI Retail Btvkers 
11820 Pierce St., Ste. 200 
Riverside, CA 92505 
80,000,000 
75,000,000 
78 million 
406,100,000 
76,000,000 
201.S6.vt81 
203,000,000 
886 
75 
152 
13 
4 
9 
11 
116 
64 
1 
m. 
Year Founded in IE 
Year Founded Nat 
1989 
1989 
10 
12 
1989 
1989 
1998 
1906 
1988 
1988 
1999 
1906 
17 10 
12 
1 1983 
1983 
(Ont.)1976 
. (P.D.)2000 
: 1908 ' 
W.ND 61 
. -
9 
15 
14 
3 
1993 
1993 
1980 
1917 
1904 
2005 
1994 
Top Local Executive 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
E-Mail Address 
Dick Baxley 
President 
,(760)773-3310/773-3013 : : 
dbax ley@ baxleyproperties.com 
Joseph W. Brady CCIM 
President 
(760)951-5111X101/951-5113 
jbrady@thebradcocompanies.com 
JeffllfoMie 
Senior Managing Director 
(909)418-2035/418-2050 
jeff.moore@cbre.com 
Charles L. Nichols 
President 
(951) 676-6168/699-8219 
Allen L. Nunez 
Executive Vice President 
(951)252-9020/252-9012 
Daniel W. Richards 
Owner/Broker 
(909)980-6868/987-8183 
drichards@stephendaniels.com 
Rooney Daschbach/Bill Welch 
Senior V.P./Regional Manager 
(909) 605-9400/937-6330 
Palm Desert (760) 773-2432 
rdaschbach@collers-seeley.com 
James R. Panting 
Owner/Broker 
(909) 484-9800/484-9803 
Joe Vai^as 
Senior Managing Director 
(909) 980-7788/989-4440 
joe_vatgas@cushwake.coTn 
Dennis Sandoval 
Executive Vice President/ 
Regional manager 
(909) 980-1234/980-3775 
dennis.sandoval@gvadaum.com 
Neil Wachsberger 
Vice President/Designate Broker 
(951)275-9100/275-9599 
Fastest Growing Companies in the I.E. 
(Ranked Alphabetically) 
Company Name 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Ace Printing Co. 
948 Vella Rd. 
Palm Springs, CA 922(4 
Business Bank of California 
140 Arrowhead Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
Coldweli Banker Commereial-Almar Gmup 
41750 Winchester Rd., Ste. .1 
Temecula, CA 92590 
David Evans and Associates, Inc 
800 N. Haven Ave., Ste. 300 
Ontario, CA 91764 
% Change in Revenue, 
Last Corporate Year 
Compared to Prior 
8.9 
PFF 
9337 
Rancho 
& Trust 
Ave. 
41.4 
N/A 
13 
19 
CA 91764 
$ Revenue 2004 # Employees 2004 % Annual Average Type of Business 
$ Revenue 2005 # Employees 2005 Profit Range 
Revenue 1/2 2006 # Employees current Year Founded 
Corporate Year 
3,740,0(K) 36 WND Commercial 
4,071,000 40 1979 Offset 
2,380,(KX) 40 Printer 
17,127,000 138 N/A Banking 
24,224,000 171 1984 
14,405,000 188 
N/A • 10-12 • Commercial 
32,(H)0.(KK) 1099 , *• Real Estate 
58.8.50,(HKI W • / A/llpS IPIR Sales/Leasing 
102.5 850+ 2-9 Professional Services, 
117.5 900+ 1976 Engineering, Surveying, 
75.0 1000+ Planning, Landscape 
Achitecture 
205,362,000 677 : N/A Community 
237,409,000 729 1892 Bank 
283,275 796 
continued on pciye 38 
Top Local Executive 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
E-Mail Address 
Mark & Greg Lawrence 
Partners 
(760) 323-2707/969-5501 
mlawiience@ace-printing.com 
Aian J. Lane 
President/CEO 
(909) 885-0036/381-3975 
alan@businessbank.com 
Marty Smith, SIOR 
Executive Vice President 
(951) 296-9800/296-9801 
rms@coldweUbanker.com 
Cliff Simentai 
Vice President 
(909) 481-5750/481-5757 
cas@deainc.com 
Kevin Mc Carthy 
President/CEO 
(909) 941-5425/941-5430 
pffbank.com 
rABRIEL 
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Company 
Address 
City, State, Zip 
Commercial Building Developers 
(Ranked hy total square feet developed thru September 2005) 
I.E. Development Current Projects: 
Completed Thru Sept. 2006 Companywide 
(Total Square Footage) # of I.E. Projects 
Proposed Projects: 
Square Footage 
Years to Complete 
Market Value I.E. 
Locations of Projects 
continued on patte 38 
Employees: Top Local Executive 
I.E. Title 
Companywide Phone/Fax 
E-Mail Address 
ProLogis 
1. 4100E. Mission Blvd., #500 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Industrial Development International 
2. 18101 Von Karman Ave., Suite 1040 
Irvine, CA 92612 
7,500,000 
5,836,000 
0 
3 
WND 
35 
3 
$236,000,000 
1,500,000 
2 
3,600,000 
3 
Ontario, 
Riaiiu 
Mira Loma 
3 
750 
7 
130 
Larry Harmsen Ms 
Senior Vice President 
(909)673-8700/673-8702 i* 
www.prologis.com 
Brent Carroll 
Vice President, Development 
(949)883-9998/743-3950 
Western Reaico 
3. 500 Newport Center Dr., Suite 630 
Newport Beach, CA 92625 
Investment Building Group 
4 4100 Newport Place, Suite 750 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 
The Magnon Companies 
5. 1650 Spruce Street, Suite 4(K) 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Master Development Corporation 
6. 1401 Quail Street, Suite 100 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 
Ontario Mills 
7. One Mills Circle, Suite 1 
Ontario, CA 91764-5200 
Glenbourough Realty TFust Inc. 
8.* 650 E. Hospitality Lane, Suite 150 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 
5,431,(KM) 
6.8 Million 
3.4(K),fK)0 
2,900,000 
1,985,000 
1,690,500 
KElliill 
$51.720,(KK) 
3 
3 
$60 million 
6 
6 
$24,(KKt,000 
3 
2 
$123,000,000 
18 
$3.(MM),(KK) 
na 
0 
4.()00.(KK) 
5 
990,000 
2 
.560,(HK) 
72,000 
1 
10,0(M),(M)0 
6 
1,309,500 
7 
Ontario, Redlands, 
Rancho Cucamonga 
Riverside, 
San Bernardino 
15 
15 
Ontario, 1 
Rancho Cucamonga 13 
California, Texas, 
North Carolina, Canada, 
New Jersey, Tei 
400 
Gary Edwards 
Vice President 
t')4'))720-3787/720-3790 
Brian Bargemann 
Vice President 
(949)263-1111/263-1120 
www.ibg-usa.com 
Ray Magnon 
President 
(951)684-0860/784-2545 
Bruce McDonald 
President 
(949)724-8886/724/8887 
Jim Mance 
General Manauer 
(909)484-8301/484-8306 
Eddie Edmiston 
Regional Vice President 
(949)559-4100/559-4050 
II 
Imprimis Corporation 
9. PO Box 18.56 
Palm Desert, CA 92261 
m 
Pannattoni Development Company 
10. 19600 Fairchild Road 
Irvine, CA 92612 
1.610.0IK) 
1,485,000 WND 
0 
N/A 
1,600,000 
1 
Inland Empire 138 
Russ E. Hatle 
Piesiilent 
(700)776-88.(8/776-8842 
Jeff Phelan 
Principal 
(949)474-7830/474-7833 
Hunco Development, Inc. 
II. 42389 Winchester Road Suite B 
Temecula, CA 92560 
1,000,000 1,000,000 
$50,000,000 
Lake Elsinore, 6 
Murrieta 
Krista Hundley 
Manager ; 
(951 )296-5225x 14/296-5226 
www.huncompi.com 
Jacobs Development Company 
12. 6820 Indiana Avenue, Suite 210 
Riverside, CA 92506 
1,000,000 4 
100+ 
$250,000,000 
1,300,000 
2 
Chine Hills (2), 0 
Rialto, San Bernardino 200+ 
Paul Marshall 
Senior Vice President 
(949)622-3450/622-1951 
EJM Development Company 
13. 9061 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 9(X)69 
Riverside Commercial Investors (RCI) 
14. 3685 Main Street, Suite 220 
Riverside, CA 92501 
A.H. Reiter Development Company 
15. 9650 Business Center Drive 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
The Chank Group 
16. 44-919 Golf Center Parkway, Suite 9 
Indio,CA 92201 
830,000 
664,000 
641,000 
500,000 
10 
1 
WND 
$282,000,000 
6 
6 
WND 
36 
12 
$50,000,000 
2,000,000 
2 
2,522,000 
3 
Ontario, Oxnard, 
Phoenix, Las 
435,000 
8-10 
Ontario, Mira Loma, 
Redlands, Riverside 
2 
50 
Rancho Cucamonga. 5 
Ontario 5 
Indio 
Bret A. Mackay 
Vice President, Development 
(310)278-1830/278-2965 
www.ejmdevelopment.com 
Rufus Barkley/Butler 
Partners 
(951)788-6100/784-1524 
A.H. Reiter 
Owner 
(909)980-1643/989-0446 
Larry Chank 
CEO 
(760)347-3469/342-2791 
Lord Banltimore Properties 
17, 4200 Concours, Suite 325 
Sares-Regis Group 
18. 18802 Bardeen Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92612-1521 
322,000 
Ontario, CA 91764 
4,300,000 4 
8 
270M 
90,000 
1 
$20,000,000 
2.5MSF 
2 
The Ontario Center, 3 
Empire Towers Project 30 
LA/Orange Counties, 20 
Santa Barbara, 500 
Inland Empire 
Thomas E. Anthony 
District Manager/V.P. 
(909)941-855.5/466-1526 
John Hagestad 
Managing Director 
(949)756-5959/756-5955 
Lennar Partners 
19. 4350Von Karmen Ave,, Suite 200 
NewPort Beach, CA 92660 
3,100,000 4 
n/a 
$210,000,(X)0 
1,250,000 
,0 
Ontario, Qtino Hills, n/a 
Riverside. Fontana 500 
Jim Cottrell 
Vice PrcMdent 
('U9)885-8.500/S8.5-8501 
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The Poor Performer Confrontation Handbook: 
Eight Rules for Dealing With Employees Who Are Bringing Your Company Down 
An independent sur. ey com-
missioned by KEYGroup® 
found that two-thirds of man-
agers fail to confront poor per-
formers. If you suspect you'd be 
among them, Joanne G. 
Sujansk). Ph D., can help you 
stop avoiding the problem and 
start dealing w llh it. 
There are certain problems 
that most managers would like 
to avoid. Calling angr) cus-
tomers. for instance. Presenting 
unhcalth) sales numbers to 
higher-ups. And )es. dealing 
'' 1th those siO\\ -mm in g. low-
achievmg. company-rule-brcak-
mg employees known as poor 
performers. But Joanne 
Sujansky has a suggestion: take 
care of the latter problem and the 
other two might just work them-
selves out. 
"When ) ou confront your 
poor performers. you \\ill find 
that one of two thmgs happens ... 
says Supnsky. founder and pres-
ident of KEYGroup (kcygroup-
consulting.corn ). 
"Tht:) improve or the) 
move-hopdully to a Ill!\\ com-
pany and not anotht:r depart-
ment. that 1s. Either \\ay-
imprtning or moving out of the 
company -kt:cps customers sat-
islicd and busmcss brisk. And 1t 
keeps your good cmplo)ees 
happ). too." 
Makes sense, nght? Of 
courst: it docs. Lnfortunatel). 
says Supnsky. man) managers 
fall down on the job when it's 
time to deal with poor perform-
ers. Perhaps the) don "t want to" 
rock the boat. fearing that poor 
performers will retaliate with 
even worse performance. Or 
perhaps they don't know how to 
confront someone professional-
ly. So they do nothing, and 
everyone suffers. 
So how widespread is this 
head-in-the-sand phenomenon? 
KEY Group commissioned a sur-
vey that yielded results suggest-
ing that it's depressingly com-
mon. "'We found that less than 
one-third of managers arc seen 
b) the1r employees as doing a 
good job confrontmg poor per-
formance." she notes. "'It seems 
that. in most compames. poor 
perfom1ers arc allowed to run 
rampant." 
The Internet-based survey-
earned out by /.oomerang-
includcd questions about leader-
ship and retention practices. The 
1.393 men and women '' ho took 
the sur. C) ranged m age from 
~5-65 and older. had 'arymg 
levels of education, and lived all 
over the UnHed States. 
In cvaluatmg the statement. 
"M) manager confronts poor 
performance," onl) 31 percent 
of respondents agreed that their 
manager confronts poor per-
formance. With results like 
these. ll should come as no sur-
prise that poor performers can 
and do hinder goal achie,ement 
re~ulting m less of every thing: 
sales. re\enue and profitability. 
'What's \\Or ... e. poor performer" 
bnng um\ n e' cryone else in 
) our company '\o one \\ anh to 
\\Ork Wllh a per\011 \\hO IS unre-
liable and mcapable of correct-
ing his/her miswkcs. Companies 
"ho tolerate poor pt:rformance 
will see an exodus of high per-
formers who are unhapp) work-
ing in that envIronment. result-
ing in )Ct another expen'>c-costs 
for replacing a good t:mployec 
can often reach the amount of 
that person\ salary. 
Clearly. the benefits of put-
ting an end to poor perforn1ance 
111 your organization are innu-
merable. So how do you con-
front these offenders? Here are 
Sujansky's tried and true rules of 
engagement: 
Be specific. If an employee 
has been consistently late, speci-
fy the number of times (frequen-
cy) or amount of time (intensi-
ty). Avoid exaggerated state-
ments, such as "'You are totally 
unreliable." Instead. try, "This is 
the third time in one week that 
you have been 10 minutes late."' 
If this forn1 of poor perforn1ancc 
has been a problem 111 the past, 
remmd the employee when you 
have pointed out the offense pre-
viously. Say. "'I indicated to you 
the day before yesterday that 
coming in late 1s not accept-
able."' 
·'Always. always. always re-
focus the employee on the stated 
goal." says Sujansky. Otht:rwisc 
your efforts will be fruitless. Say 
something like. ""It is Important 
for you to be here at tht: desig-
nated lime smcc customers rely 
on our immediate responsive-
ness when they have questions 
about their order ... You want to 
stay on track and g1ve clear. 
focused feedback to your 
employee. 
Focus on the performance 
required for the job. For e\am-
ple. 1f you need to correct some-
thing like mappropriatc casual 
dress. make sure that ) ou reiter-
ate the guidelines that have been 
outlined for the workplace--not 
the personal taste of the mdivid-
ual. ""Stra\ 1ng mto areas that 
ha\e nothing to do \\llh \\Ork-
placc perform.mce will result 111 
a loss of credibility with tht: per-
son you arc confrontmg." says 
Supnsky. '"It is best to stay 
focused on the employee "s job 
perforn1ance and how her per-
formance is affecting the compa-
ny as a whole .. 
Consider the needs of the 
receh er. E' cry one handles 
feedback differently. Some peo-
ple want it straight while others 
are sensitive to any kmd of feed-
back that might be construed as 
negative. With an employee who 
wants straightforward feedback. 
you can get away with saying, 
"You gave the customer the 
wrong information because you 
dido 't have the updated manual.. 
How do you think we should 
handle it?" To get through to a 
more sensitive employee, you 
will need to take a different 
approach. 
For instance. "I understand 
why you provided the customer 
wnh this mforn1at1on. Are you 
aware that the gu1delmcs have 
changed? What do you suggest 
we do 111 this SituatiOn?" 
Regardless of the poor per-
former's personality, however, 
you should always be clear and 
straightforward in your commu· 
nication. 
Focus on performance 
Oler which the receher has 
control. Poor pcrfonnance 1sn "t 
always the result of an employ-
ee "s carelessness. Let ·s say one 
of your salespeople. Elliott. has-
n "t reached h1s goals because he 
IS bemg hindered by someone 
else. Don't blame h1m. Instead, 
determmc the options that he has 
available to remedy the situa-
tion. Discuss how you and/or 
Elliott can mllucncc the other 
department member to better 
support goal accompii~hment. 
If. hO\\ever. an employ ec 
hasn't reached hi~ goals because 
he has not conducted tht: 
rc4uired number of acti' Hies. 
work with him to 1dentif) things 
he can do--make more folltm up 
call\ or a 1m for I 0 appointments 
a week Instead of eight--that will 
help h1m to make progre-.s. 
"Simply telling the employee 
what wa~ wrong won't h..:lp him 
change h1s behavior."' say~ 
Sujansky. "Always take the time 
to brainstorm Ideas on how the 
employee can Improve future 
performance or a•oid the mis-
take in the future .. 
Give timely feedback. 
Usually. there "s no reason to 
hesitate on giving feedback to 
poor performers. M akc the md !-
vidual aware of what she d1d 
immediately so she'll have total 
recall of what just happened. 
However, pay close attention to 
her mental state. It could be that 
she is too emotional in the 
moment or too pre-occupied 
with solving the problem. If 
either situation is the case. it is 
coflfinued on page 34 
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REAL ESTATE NOTES 
conrmuecl from flll~t 25 
111 tht: Monterey/Interstate I 0 shopping area. The proJeLt \\Ill cons1-.t 
of IJ,e buildings oflenng suites rangmg in s1ze from 946 sq. ft. to 
2,600 sq. ft w 1th pnces rangmg between $245.000 and 
$909.000.. . . .Broyhill Furniture Industries Inc. agreed to a six-
year. $16 milliOn lease for 703.000 sq. ft. ($0 12/sl/mo) of mdustnal 
space 111 the city of Rialto. The space IS pan of a larger, 1.2 msl lac li-
lly situated Withmthc ProLogis Park 1-210, a 135-acre distribution 
development contammg over 2.7 msf of property designed to service 
the needs of large, regional d1stnbullon users. Broyhill Furniture I'> 
one of the country's best known full-line furnnurc brands. ..In 
Ontano. the Archibald Business Center, a 25-acrc busmcss park 
leased a 136,000-sq.-ft buiidmg to JCM Engmeenng, an aerospace 
manufacturer. It 1s located at 2021 South Archibald m 
Ontario ......... Bixby Business Center m Redlands started construc-
tion on a 41 ~.000-sq -ft. manufactunng and d1stnbuting building. 
Developed on a site of 21.5 acres. the buiidmg should be completed 
in February .... William Fox Group has sold two mdustnal build-
ings located on Grapcvme St m M1ra Loma to Enhanced Holdings 
Corporation and Systems Material Handling Company The 
construction of the two buildings was completed 111 May or 2006 and 
were sold for five milliOn dollars ......... Calmex Engineering. Body 
Specialties and Cruz Containers has move into the Rialto/Lilac 
Buusiness Park. Two other buildmgs are in escrow and three build-
ings remain available for sale or lease. 
This column provides a review of the latest commercial real estate 
acuvity throughout the Inland Emp1re. It is produced m a joint med1a 
effort between the Inland Empire Busmess Journal and Rentv.com 
For more commercial real estate mformallon from around California, 
go to www.reflfv.com. 
EXECUTIVE NOTES 
continued from page 33 
leading companies. A Palm 
Springs native, Alan launched 
his media career at KPSI Radio 
and The Desert Sun. He 
returned to the desert three years 
ago after serv mg as a semor 
brand strategist for one of San 
Francisco's top 20 advertismg 
agencies. Most recently. he 
worked for the Jones 
Advertismg Agency in Palm 
Spnngs. 
Return to Shogun 
continued from page 36 
with soy sauce. I am here to tell 
you that the fned nee from the 
teppan grill at SGC IS very 
good. 
Dessert was an amazmg 
caramel apple with cinnamon 
and white and brown chocolate. 
Sliced up and served with tooth-
picks. It was amazmg. 01d l say 
that already? 
One note you should 
remember. By 7:00 p.m., SGC 
starts to fill up, on both sides. 
Get there early or call ahead. 
So. now that I have told you 
about both the sushi s1de and the 
teppan s1de of Corona\ SGC 
Japanese restaurant (and even 
corrected Shawn's name). I 
need to find another excuse to 
go back next year. 
Stay tuned. 
SGC Japanese restaurant is 
at 113 E. 6th Sr. Corona CA 
92879. (Sitth & Main in 
Corona) Ca/1951-7~-0650 
f:gs Cabos 
continued from page 43 
nd the mam plaza and City Hall. 
I found a wonderful selectiOn of 
high-quality folk art---and the 
jewelry shops, of course. were 
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FOR SALE - $2.1M 
MEDICAL INVESTMENT CONDOMINIUM 
Magnolia Medical Center, Riverside, CA 
SIMPLE TO BUY- SIMPLE TO OWN 
Tenant· Aspen Medical Group 
• $2,105,000 
• NNN lease 
• Hospital campus location 
• Fee Simple 
• Great 1031 
ADR 
Call for more mformat10n 
877 -965· 7700 
View ADR's $40M portfolto 
www.adr1 031.com 
INLAND EMPIRE PRICES REACH VERY HIGH LEVELS 
continued from page 3 
ing markets and where speculators have been especially active. 
Volumes in all markets will be down until consumers feel they arc 
again getting decent values. 
Quarterly Economic Report + SANBAG 
endless. A local favorite i~ 
SAX. Most pieces arc unusual 
and well-priced, from two local 
designers who create origmal 
pieces using silver. coral, and 
semiprecious stones. I under-
stand that special-request 
designs can be picked up withm 
24 hours. For mterior designs. 
many stores sell pewter. authen-
tic Talavera ceramics. hand-
pamted dishes from GuanaJuato. 
I had a wonderful day VISit-
mg. all these little shops and tast-
mg an authentic Mexican meal 
at the end of the day. 
Fortunately. even w1th the 
explosion of tourists, sportfish-
ers and the sand-and-sun sets, 
little has changed along San 
Jose's shoreline. Local rcs1 
dents take pnde in rcstonng the 
town's 18th century architecture 
and preserving its quiet, laid 
back ambiance. 
After m; trip to San Jose del 
Cabo, I felt renewed. I returned 
to the Westin and started to pack 
for my trip to the Sheraton 
Hacienda del Mar Resort & 
Spa-there would be more fun 
ahead and I was anxious to get 
there. I can tell you that I was 
not disappointed-but more on 
that trip next month. 
For reservations. call The 
Westm Resort and Spa, Los 
Cabos: (800) WESTI -1 or 
VISit www.westin.com.loscabo.\ 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE 
SEE PAGE 13 FOR DETAILS 
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ADVERTISING 
Keeping With the Times: The New, High--Tech Face of Advertising 
Rapid advances in technolo-
gy have changed everything 
from health care to communica-
tion. Now, as the latest technol-
ogy becomes more accessible to 
a broader market, the advertis-
ing field 1s changing. too. Ten 
years ago, you could plan your 
advertising campaign around a 
few televiSIOn commerc1als and 
print advertisements. And most 
companies would never have 
considered spending a sizeable 
portion of their advertising 
budget on the Internet. But in 
2006, online ad expenditures are 
expected to reach $17 billion. 
Toda), the use of traditional 
media outlets, such as radio, tel-
evision, and pnnt, is eroding as 
alternative advertising options 
increase. Rather than reading 
the newspaper first thing in the 
morning and watching broad-
cast television news every night, 
people can find out what's hap-
pening in the world, almost in 
real time, v1a the Web. 
Newspaper subscriptions are at 
an all-time low, and consumers 
TiVo the news so they can 
watch it without viewing the 
commercials. So where does 
that leave marketers that want to 
maximize their return on their 
advertising investment? 
Advertisers who want to reach 
their target audience and remain 
competitive in this high-tech 
world have to change with the 
times. You need to keep abreast 
of emerging new technologies, 
what media types are most pop-
ular. and how consumers use 
what is available to them. 
If you want to stay current 
and advertise your products and 
services in ways that reach your 
target audience on their turf. 
consider the following forms of 
emerging media. 
1. Blogs- Blog is short for 
"Web log," essentially, online 
journals that people without any 
HTML knowledge can create 
easily from any computer. They 
by Peter Koeppel 
are frequently updated and usu-
ally include the owner's 
thoughts or musings on topics 
ranging from what's happening 
in the news to what they ate for 
lunch. Compames or individu-
als can keep blogs. Company 
blogs usually promote products 
in what is known as an 
"adverblog." However. those 
blogs started by indiv1duals 
Without a commercial affiliation 
usually have more credibility. 
About 50 million people keep 
blogs. And many different cate-
gories ex1st, tncludmg travel. 
health, and business. Blogs are 
popular because they provide a 
conctse summary of news and 
information and give users 
power by providing information 
all in one place and on a timely 
basis. A blog dedicated to heart 
health, for example, will likely 
pull information from sources 
all over the Internet, so someone 
surfing for heart health informa-
tion doesn't have to search sev-
eral sites for the most up-to-date 
research about the topic; they 
can find everything they need 
on a heart health blog. As far as 
advertising on blogs, ads are 
generally related to the blog 
topic. That heart health blog 
could be an excellent place to 
advertise a health food or exer-
cise product. If you're interested 
in advertising on blogs, first 
look for help from· marketing 
companies that measure hot 
blog topics and provide market 
research based on blog content. 
2. Podcasts- Podcasts deliv-
er digital audio and video files 
to a user via the Internet. The 
name comes from the iPod, but 
they aren't just for iPod users. A 
podcast is an audio file in MP3 
format that a consumer can 
download to their iPod, MP3 
player, or computer. Then the 
person can listen to it over and 
over again, share it with friends, 
and save it on a computer's hard 
drive. Six million people have 
downloaded podcasts, accord-
ing to the Pew Internet and 
American Life Project. And of 
the 22 million iPod owners, 29 
percent have downloaded pod-
casts. Podcasts are an emerging 
media forrn that will conttnue to 
grow, and as this media outlet 
increases in popularity, the 
advertising possibililles will 
grow as well. Viacom, Dtsney, 
and Clear Channel all have 
radio-type podcasts. and even 
print media outlets use podcasts 
to broadcast mtcrviews and 
other audio supplements to thetr 
print stones. For example, you 
can read an issue of a magazine 
and listen to an interview in its 
entirety on the magaLine 's 
Website. 
3. Gaming- Sixty-eight out 
of I 08 million households cur-
rently play video and computer 
games, according to the "Digital 
Gaming in America" ZiffDavis 
report of August 2005. 
Advertisers can reach this mar-
ket, which is mostly comprised 
of young males, in two ways. 
First, advertisers can use 
gaming technology to insert 
their ads in popular games. For 
example, say you are playing a 
football video game on your 
XBOX 360. You'll see ads 
placed on the sidelines and on 
the scoreboard just like you 
would if you were in a real foot-
ball stadium or watching a real 
game on television. Vtdeo 
games are also played online, 
allowing garners to compete 
with opponents in other parts of 
the world. These games offer 
many opportunities to place 
logos and products that a huge 
audience wm sec. Another way 
to advertise usmg games is ltter-
ally to create your own game 
that the consumer can play 
online. This is commonly 
referred to as Advcrgaming. 
Many compantcs, such as 
Lipton and Mountam Dew, have 
used this advertising technique. 
The greatest benefit of these 
games is that they get people 
involved in the brand. Game 
designers create these games to 
interest a particular target audi-
ence, such as young children. 
Be aware, though, if you're 
marketing to kids, to closely 
monitor the game's content. 
4. Mobile Advertising-
Nearly 199 million people 111 
the United States subscribe to 
mobile phone services. And 
every phone produced 111 the 
last year is capable of accessmg 
the Internet. What does this 
mean for advertisers? Yet 
another method for reaching the 
target audience. People now use 
mobile phones to search the 
Internet, play games, and 
instant message as well as to 
access sports scores, learn 
breaking news, and even check 
out horoscopes. Mobile adver-
tising presents a great means to 
reach the high school and col-
lege student markets with ban-
ner and video ads. Currently, 
mobile ads are simple and usu-
ally text banners. But down the 
road, as this technology contin-
ues to advance, cell phones may 
be capable of displaying televi-
sion ads. However, this media 
outlet is not without limitations. 
Everything in your ad has to be 
cleared by the phone company, 
so you must consider the logis-
tical aspects of placmg mobile 
ads. 
The High-Tech Future of 
Advertising 
If you want to remain com-
petitive in the future, technolo-
gy wtll be key to your success. 
You should consider these four, 
and other new types, of d1gital 
media when putting together 
any adverttsmg strategy, 
because traditional media out-
lets just aren't as effective as 
they once were. Whtle it's diffi-
conrinued 011 page 34 
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MANAGER'S 
"Guanxi (The art of relationships): Microsoft, China, 
and Bill Gates' Plan to Win the Road Ahead," 
bv Roberr Buderi and Gregory T. Huang; 
Smum ,{ klut~ter, Ne" York. Ne~<.· York . 
21)()6: 306 pa11e.< . $26.00 
The book's title (pronounced gwan-shee) is Chinese for a 
mutually beneficial relationship. It's an old concept in China and 
is based on the understanding that there is no such thing as a 
purely business relationship. To be successful in business, fonnal 
relationships must blend wnh personal relationships. Building 
good guanxi is as much a delicate art forrn as it is a business tech-
nique. 
Co-authors Buderi and Huang explain it this way: 
"ln Chma \ old school of doing business, 11 [guanx1] can 
carry a negative connotatton of favoritism and cronyism But 
the same word also conveys the deep and lasting relationships 
that can only be built over time - and it's that "good guanxi' we 
refer to here. Its four basic principles can be roughly translated as 
trust (respect and k.nov.ledge of others), favor (loyalty and obli-
gation), dependence (harmony and reciprocity, mutual benefit), 
and adaptatton (pattence and cultivation)." 
Guanx1 is neither lightly nor quickly given. In many ways the 
Chinese, especially the Chinese govemment, was highly suspi-
cious of Bill Gates and Microsoft. Gates was the quintessential 
capitalist entrepreneur. His company had developed a reputation 
for bullying other companies and even countries. The book deals 
with how one aspect of Microsoft apparently built the entire rela-
tionship between Gates and the Chinese government, technocra-
cy, and the rapidly growing entrepreneurial class. That aspect has 
become Microsoft Research Asia. 
Nathan Myrhvold, former chief technology officer at 
Microsoft, could rightly be called the father of the research lab in 
China. He got approval from Gates in 1997, and in Myrhvold 
determined that Kai-fu Lee fit the difficult profile to become the 
first director of the lab. Although he was a Ph.D. graduate of 
Carnegie Mellon University, and earned a great deal of respect in 
Silicon Valley, Lee was a native Chinese speaker, acknowledged 
both in academia and business. The only question was would be 
whether he was up to the most unusual challenge in information 
technology: developing a cutting edge research laboratory in a 
nation that would be cool, at best, to the lab's owners, managers, 
and entrepreneurial principles. 
Despite the initial reaction that the Beijing Lab was unltkely 
to succeed, Kai-fu Lee turned it into a facility with more than 500 
researchers, 300 student interns, and a resume count of 10,000-
plus annually. Microsoft Research Asia has become an intema-
tional powerhouse of research and development for info technol-
ogy. Lee later joined Google after a long battle between that com-
pany and Microsoft. 
The point of the book is that Microsoft's Bill Gates quickly 
leamed that the best way to penetrate the huge Chinese and Asian 
markets was to co-opt the best and brightest talent in China and 
Asia. No, not to bring them to the U.S., but to work where they 
preferred to work, in their own countries under some of the most 
brilliant and talented men and women in the information tech-
nology business. As the author's quote Gates, '"The decision to 
establish a research laboratory in China was easy. It was clearly 
the only decision to make." 
The authors also point out that. .. "The Beijing lab's success 
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had prov1ded an incentive - and a template - for opening a new 
research center in Bangalore, India, that was JUSt starting to ramp up 
late in 2005. Reflecting on why Mtcrosoft Research had made the 
move to another emerging market and developing economy, Rashid 
[a semor Microsoft executive] notes: "'If you want to be able to grow 
to meet the needs that Microsoft has, you can't just grow in the 
United States. India is different than China, but in some ways it has 
some of the characteristics of Chma. More people are interested in 
building their careers [at home], not going somewhere else. We saw 
that in China as well." 
"'Guanxi" explains why there's more to developing China and 
India than inexpensive labor and the largest marketplace on the plan-
et. 
-- Henry Holtzman 
(Bestselling Business Books) 
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books ror business. The list is compiled 
based on inrormation received rrom retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A. 
I. ""Freakonomtcs: A Rogue Economtst Explores the Hidden 
Side of Everythmg," by Steven D. Levitt (HarperColltns ... 
$25.95) (3)* Why you shouldn't accept the official version of 
anything. 
2. '"Jeffrey Gitomer's Little Red Book of Sales Answers," by 
Jeffrey Gitomer (Pearson Education ... $19.99) (2) Sale~ guru 
offers answers to sales questions. 
3. "'The World Is Flat [Updated and Expanded]: A Brief History 
of the Twenty-First Century," by Thomas L. Fnedman 
(Farrar, Straus & Giroux ... $27 .50) (I) Why business global-
ization has arrived and is likely to stay. 
4. "'Death by Meeting: A Leadership Fable About Solving the 
Most Painful Problem in Business," by Patrick Lencioni 
(John Wiley & Sons ... $22.95)(5) Why meetings should 
have a purpose beyond getting together. 
5. '"The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business Is Selling Less 
of More," by Chris Anderson (Hyperion ... $24.95) (**) Why 
a growing number of products are generating unending sales. 
6. "Execution: The Discipline of Getting Things Done," by 
Larry Bossidy & Ram Charan ... (Crown Publishing ... $27.50) 
(8) The key to transformmg dreams into reality. 
7. ""The Five Dysfunctions of A Team: A Leadership Fable," by 
Patrick M. Lenclon (John Wiley & Sons ... $22.95) (4) 
Common problems that prevent teams from working 
together. 
8. "Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When Stakes Are 
High," by Kerry Patterson, Joseph Grenny, AI Switzler, & 
Ron McMillan (McGraw-Hill. .. $16.95) (9) Why open dis-
cussions in difficult situations are essential. 
9. "Good to Great," by Jim Collins (HarperCollins ... $27.50) 
( 1 0) Climbing the steps from being good to being great. 
10. "Secrets of the Millionaire Mind: Mastering the Inner Game 
of Wealth," by T. Harv Eker (HarperCollins ... $19.95) (6) The 
missing hnk between wanting wealth and achieving it. 
*(3) --Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
** -- Indicates a book's first appearance on the list. 
*** -- Book previously on the list is on the list once again. 
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Office Research Quarterly Update 
Riverside-San Bernardino Metro Area 
Marcus & Mil/iclwp 
INLAND EMPIRE OFFICE FUNDAMENTALS 
REMAIN IN BALANCE 
The Inland Emp1re remains one of the nation's most rapidly 
expanding office markets with a high rate of inventory growth as 
developers struggle to keep up with strong demand. With 1ts logisti-
cal advantages, available land, trained labor force and affordable 
housing. the Inland Empire contmues to emerge as an attractive alter-
native to coastal areas. While office inventory grew at the highest rate 
in the nation over the past four quarters, new construction was out-
paced b} absorption. driving \ acancy below 9 percent. With con-
struction contmuing at a high rate. investor~ are keeping a close 
\\.atch on absorption. but demand remams robust. Adduionally, 
vacancy is expected to remain below I 0 percent going forward as 
suppl} and demand remain fairly balanced. In spite of a slowmg job 
market. owners are in a strong position due to sigmficant effective 
rent gams this year. While growth is concentrated in the main sub 
markets. led by Rancho Cucamonga. vacancy IS the lowest in small 
outlying submarkets such as Chino, Temecula Valley and Palm 
Springs, where residential growth is exploding. 
Owners are increasingly holding on to their properties to capture 
NOI growth, and transaction velocity has slowed as deals in the $1 
million range have become harder to fmd. For larger transactions, 
institutional investors and TIC promoters have been very active and 
are driving dollar volume and prices up rapidly. Demand is expected 
to slow as cap rates fall closer to those in higher-priced locales. but 
the increasing amount of new Class A construction and steady rev-
enue gains should continue to attract investors to the Inland Empire 
office market, driving continued volume growth and price apprecia-
tion. 
2006 ANNUAL OFFICE FORECAST 
.---------....----:-:7"1 Employment: Non-farm employment is 
- mere e'" expected to increase 1.1 percent in 2006. ~ mp tot.ll adding 13.500 jobs. after a 3 . 7 percent gain last 
'----------' year. Office-using emplo) ment is projected to 
advance 2 percent. creating 4.030 job~. compared to a 5.6 percent 
increase in 2005 
r-------:--:----:--n• Construction: A total of 1..+ million square 
- feet 1s expected to be added to office inventOr} ~ o lcted in 2006. after I million square feet came online 
L------'---' last year. Absorption, which is projected at JUSt 
under 1.5 million square feet. will slightly outpace inventory growth. 
.-------::80::-bu:--: .. .., Vacancy: Vacancy is expected to fall to 8.6 
- ~~~ percent by year end, an improvement of 80 ~ va<'llncv basis points over the year. Vacancy is expected 
1......---'------''-' to remain in this range over the near future, 
with inventory growth and absorption in balance. 
1/ 68"'1 Rents: Asking rents are forecast to reach ~ $20.93 per square foot by. the end of_ 200~. a L_.;,,__ ____ ~'~~~~~~ _ _, gain of 6.8 percent. Effect1ve rents will chmb 
8.5 percent to $18.21 per square foot. Annual 
effective rent growth is expected to exceed 4 percent over the next 
several years. 
CONSTRUCTION 
• New construction contmues to be delivered to the Inland Empire 
office market, as inventory has increased by 6.8 percent m the past 12 
months. 
• The planning pipeline 111cludes 4.8 million square feet, of which 
nearly 800,000 square feet is slated for completion by year end. With 
absorpt1on expected to average 250,000 square feet per quarter over 
the near future. demand and inventory growth will remain 111 balance. 
One of the larger deliveries of the first half of the year was the 
100.000-square-foot Bner Corporate Center near 1-10 and 1-215 in 
San Bernardino. The bmlding was 80 percent pre-leased to Northrop 
Grumman. 
• Outlook: A total of 1.1 million square feet is expected to be added 
to office inventory 111 2006, after I million square feet came online 
last year. Absorption, which is projected at just under 1.5 million 
square feet, will slightly outpace inventory growth. 
VACANCY 
• Office vacancy fell 40 basis points in the first half of the year to 9 
percent and is down 80 basis points over the past 12 months. Steady 
employment gains have driven absorption of new space. 
Class A vacancy was flat during the first half of the year at I 0.8 
percent. New construction during the past year has been concentrat-
ed in the Class A segment, which has resulted in a II 0 bas1s pomt 
hike in vacancy over the past 12 months. 
• Class 8/C vacancy fell 80 basis points in the second quarter to 7.4 
percent and is down a total of 240 basis points over the past year. as 
steady absorption continues to fill available inventory. 
• Outlook: Vacancy is expected to fall to 8.6 percent by year end, an 
Improvement of 80 basis points over the year. Vacancy will remain in 
th1s range over the ncar future. with mventory growth and absorpllon 
in balance. 
RENTS 
• Askmg rents rose ~.9 percent to $20.37 per square foot during the 
first half of the year and arc up 7.6 percent over the past 12 month~. 
Effective rents grew b) 4.9 percent to S 17.60 per square foot. a 8.6 
percent gam from one year ago. Askmg and effective rents posted the 
strongest growth m the first quarter. 
• Class A asking rents gained 3.9 percent to $23.68 per square foot 
in the first half of the year. while asking rents for Class B/C space 
gained 3.4 percent to $17.23 per square foot. Over the past 12 
months, Class A asking rents rose 7 percent, while Class 8/C space 
gained 6. I percent. 
• Strong effective rent growth has driven revenue up 9.6 percent in 
the past 12 months, after a 4.1 percent revenue gain during the prior 
12-month period. 
• Outlook: Asking rents are expected to reach $20.93 per square foot 
by the end of 2006, a gain of 6.8 percent. Effective rents are forecast 
to climb 8.5 percent to $18.21 per square foot. 
November 2006 
SALES TRENDS 
• Tradmg veloc1ty in the Inland Empire slowed slightly over the past 
12 months, dropping 14 percent from the previous 12-month penod. 
Most of the slowmg has been in properties priced less than $1.5 mil-
lion, as smaller mvestors are finding fewer available propert1es. 
Dollar volume has increased nearly 80 percent 111 the past year, driv-
en by the sale of larger office assets. 
Prices for office propert1es have continued to grow rapidly. The 
median price has increased 23 percent over the past 12 months to 
$162 per square foot. 
Cap rates over the past year have averaged 6.6 percent, down 
approximately I 00 basis points as investors have driven up prices. 
Increasing interest rates have caused cap rates to inch higher in recent 
months. 
• Outlook: Continumg NOI growth, along with competitive cap rates 
relative to neighboring Southern California markets will keep mvest-
ment activity at a h1gh level and sustain moderate pnce appreciation. 
MEDICAL OFFICE 
• New development mcreased medical office inventory by approxi-
mately 5.5 percent during the first half of the year. An additional 
200,000 square feet of medical office space is currently under con-
struction. 
• Inventory growth pushed vacancy up 140 basis points in the first 
half of the year to 7.6 percent. A concentration of delivenes over the 
next 12 months could push vacancy up dtamatically if all proJects 
move forward. 
• Asking rents at medical office properties mcreased 2.2 percent to 
$26.93 per square foot during the first half of 2006. 
• Over the past 12 months, the velocity of deals for medical proper-
EXECUTIVE NOTES 
cominued from page 14 
direction and fundra1smg lllltlatives ............. Berneta "Bernie" Titus 
is the newest community volunteer member of the City of 
Riverside 's Board of Public Utilities. She will fill the position left 
open by Lalit Acharya, who served on the board for eight years 
before accepting a position with the mayor's office in July. Titus is 
president/CEO of Service Plus Credit Union. She has been with the 
credit union for 20 years, and has served as president since 1998. A 
native Californian, Titus grew up in Hawthorne and later attended 
Riverside Community College. She holds a bachelor of arts degree 
in organizational leadership from Chapman University. Titus is a 
current member and past president of both the Soroptimist 
International of Riverside and East Hills Division of the Greater 
Riverside Chambers of Commerce. She has served for many years 
on the board of The Affiliates of UCR and has been a member of the 
Dean's Leadership Council for the A. Gary Anderson Graduate 
School of Management... ........ Mary Jo Ginther has been selected as 
the director of the Palm Springs Bureau of Tourism. Ginther 
comes to the Bureau from the Weston Mission Hills Country Club in 
Rancho Mirage where she served as club manager. Prior to joining 
Mission Hills, Ginther spent 22 years in management with Hyatt 
Hotels. She was the general manager of the Hyatt Regency Suites 
Palm Springs from 2001 to 2005 ........... Advertising and public rela-
tions veteran Ken Alan has joined full-service advertising agency 
Kaminsky Productions as vice president. For over 25 years, Alan 
has successfully led myriad marketing communications programs for 
continued on page 29 
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ties fell 50 percent as fewer small properties were available. Dollar 
volume of $60 million was 20 percent off the previous 12-month 
period. Over the past year, the median price has stabilized at $220 per 
square foot. 
SUBMARKET OVERVIEW 
• While nearly 400,000 square feet of office space will be added to 
the Corona/Riverside/Moreno submarket in 2006, robust absorption 
drove vacancy down 150 bas1s pomts m the first half of the year to 
I 0.3 percent, with a further improvement to I 0.1 percent expected by 
year end. Effective rents gained 11.4 percent over the past year to 
$18.45 per square foot due to the delivery of more expensive space. 
Demand remains strong in the Rancho Cucamonga submarket, 
although vacancy did mcrease during the first half of the year due to 
new development. Construction is forecast to increase in 2007, which 
could cause a temporary increase in vacancy, but the new space 
should continue to drive rents higher throughout the submarket. 
• Effective rents 111 the Colton/Redlands submarket gained 9.4 per-
cent in the past 12 months, dnvcn by steady tenant demand and a 320 
basis point decline in vacancy. 
SUBMARKET VACANCY RANKING 
Vu.tncy Y~Y8as1s Effrctive y~y 
R.tnk Sub market Rate Point Change Rents {PSf) ~Changt 
Palm Sprgs/ P Dsrt 5.6% 40 $19.25 n8% 
2 Chino/Montclair 6.7% 130 517.39 1.0% 
3 Rancho Cucamonga 7.6% -llO $18.55 6.4% 
4 Colton/Red land' 9.4% 320 515.72 Q4\', 
Corona/R1vjMoreno 10:3% 260 $18.45 114% 
6 Temecula Valley 11.3% 370 519.37 6.0% 
BOOK 
-·,. -OO·Z- .. o -~ - -00 <. 
GET A JUMP ON YOUR 
COMPETITION ... 
secure your space in the Inland Empire's 
premier reference tool 
TODAY. 
Sponsorship Packages ... $6,000 
Full Page ... $3,750 • Half Page ... $2,750 
For details, contact your account manager at 
(909) 483-4700 

Return to Shogun 
by Joe Lyons 
Has It really been a year 
smce we vtslled SGC Japanese 
restaurant in Corona? At that 
time our whole party agreed that 
of all of the susht bars we have 
visited here in the Inland 
Empire, SGC had to be the best. 
It might not be the most elegant. 
or the most expensi,e. The 
food. however. can make even 
sushi haters come around. 
Even I ha'e developed a 
taste for the ra\\ fish. 
If you remember the article. 
)OU remember that I ended by 
looking longing!} down the hall 
to the teppan tables with a 
promtse to return. For your 
sake. Journal readers. I have 
now kept my promise. 
I have mentioned before that 
one chain of Japanese restau-
rants has made teppan-grilled 
food synonymous \\ith their 
operations. Truth to tell. there 
are man) such teppan grills in 
our area. Many are much better 
than that cham. SGC IS one of 
them. 
What I wanted to find out 
was if the teppan side of SGC 
was as good as the sushi bar 
side. 
It IS. 
Our host, 
Shawn, was 
waumg to 
greet us again. 
B) the ''ay. if 
I spelled his 
name wrong 
last ttme, I 
apologtze. The 
tables and general layout were 
pretty much as you would 
expect of such a facility. The 
food and the show, however, 
have some distmct dtfferences. 
For one thmg. there ts a 
strobe light added to the per-
formance. Our chef/entertainer 
threw a switch and began his 
II 
NeW York Grill'" 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur II!JO a.m. ·9:30p.m. 
Fri II!JO a.m.- IO!JO p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.· xo:)O p.m. 
Sun 4:00p.m.· 9:30p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It\ Nc\\ York Without the aunudc! Thts awarJ-wmnmg 
restaurant IS where famou> fare "fmely defmcd. Our menu 
features pnme steaks, Austrah,m lobster tall, garhc rcasted 
chtcken, r H.k of lamh, pnme nb anJ fre h e~llood 
specmlt!cs )om us for Ja;:;: 111 our ll.ianhatt,m Room where 
..tcclatmed trtisrs h,lVc made u:. rhc Inland Emptre'~ most 
mtimare J·lZZ expcnence! We r,1ke cme ot every detml with 
mnovative menu Items, ~pectalty dishes, dramanc desserts, 
outstnnding wine selection and entenamment to comple-
ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi-
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
act. Remember, wtth a teppan 
gnll, the show is an important 
part of the dmner. 
While he set up, we were 
served a delightful onion soup. 
This is not the cheesy French 
onion soup; it 
is more of a 
beef broth. It is 
simple but 
excellent. 
As we 
waited for the 
mam course. 
we ordered 
some sushi. 
The California 
roll. with its crabmeat and avo-
cado, was as good as I remem-
bered. The spicy tuna roll was 
almost as good. 
By the way. other 1tems on 
the ~usht menu that arc probably 
not true Asian delicacies mclude 
the Philadelphia roll and the 
pizza roll. Go figure. 
Appetizers with the tcppan 
meal included shrimp tempura 
and cantaloupe tempura. There 
was also a cucumber salad that 
was much better than it looked. 
Ordering the entrees is sim-
pler than you might think. No 
tricky names here taken from 
orne obscure movie. Hibachi 
chicken and shnmp IS JUSt that. 
Still. the combmations, which 
come m two's and three\, 
include the requtstte filet. 
salmon. scallops. etc. 
Again surpnsmg me is a 
note explaming that your 
hibachi food can be served 
"Cajun style." Go Figure, again. 
It must also be said that the 
grilled vegetables. show not 
withstanding. arc wonderful. 
Also note, I am a btg fan of real-
ly good fned rice and am con-
stantly dtsappomted by rice that 
is little more than steamed nee 
COJI/illlled Oil flllf?e 29 
Penmwli:etl II ine l.uhel\ ji1r tmy Occtl\itm hy 
THE HISTORIC 
G ALLEANO W INERY 
CUCAMONGA VAL.LEY SINCE 1927 
\\eddmgs • \nni\ ersanes 
· Birthdays · \pee tal I 'ents 
• (iraduations · llolida) Gills 
GALLEANO WINERY 
4~:11 Wtnc\ tile Road 
Mtra l.oma, Ci\ 9175~ 
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180 
11'11"11' xal/ea/101\'llll!n.com 
We can 
cu,tom 
design 
a label 
just for) ou 
U\lllg 
Photo 
( ogos 
( olors 
I"' llalio•ts 
Wine Tasting Available Daily 
Tour the llostonc \\ tnery \\Cckends trom 2:00pm to 4:00pm ur b~ app<Hntment 
Ltsted 111 the l'iationat Register of Historical Places 
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SeniorsHousing REsEARcH REPO R T 
INVESTOR POOL FOR SENIORS HOUSING 
BECOMING BROADER 
The semors housmg market has been extremely compettttve over 
the past 18 months. Operating fundamentals continue to strengthen as 
sustained occupancy gains have produced greater revenue across all 
property segments. Median occupancy rates among stabilind prop-
erties are well above 90 percent across the board. Funhermore, con-
struction of all forms of seniors housing remams modest, which 
bodes well for the health of the market over the forecast horizon. The 
turnaround in market fundamentals over the past couple of years has 
supported increased investment in the sector, but the market has heat-
ed up constdcrably in recent months. While fundamentals are strong, 
it is the financial markets that are driving liquidity in the market. 
More nontraditiOnal investors are interested m placmg equity in the 
seniors housmg segment. Competition among these equity investors 
and Wall Street, who both have a lower cost of capital, has resulted 
in sigmficant cap rate compression. This has essentially removed the 
risk premtum, which has pushed pricing to all-ttme highs. Pricing is 
also being supported by increased replacement costs due to the rise tn 
construction costs. 
The bifurcation between real estate (equity and financial) versus 
operational buyers has in many cases pushed operational buyers to 
the sidelines or to a leasehold status. In addition, with the risk premi-
um being removed in many deals, traditional investors appear to be 
exercising caution. As a result, health care operators have begun tar-
geting financial partnerships m earnest to raise the capital to support 
active expansiOn programs. This bifurcation is transforming seniors 
housing from a market dominated by owner-operated factlities to a 
more traditional real estate play of property owner/leasehold opera-
tor, a concept that is attractive to a broader pool of investors. 
SENIORS HOUSING MARKET HIGHLIGHTS 
Independent-Living Facilities: IL construction has remained 
steady with 7,570 units under way as of the second quarter, only 50 
units more than one year earlier. In stabilized [L assets, median occu-
pancy increased to 96.8 percent as of mid-2006, an increase of II 0 
basis points from 12 months earlier. Monthly revenue per unit gained 
4.8 percent over the same period. 
Assisted-Living Facilities: There were approximately 3,280 AL 
units under construction as of the second quarter, 1,370 units less than 
one year ago. Median occupancy for stabilized properties improved 
180 basis points over the same period to 95.8 percent, while revenues 
grew 5.8 percent to $3,100 per month. 
Skilled-Nursing Care Facilities: Solid improvement m the SN 
sector has led to increased construction. There were 3,590 beds under 
way as of mid-2006, up from 2,230 beds one year earlier. Over the 
same period, median occupancy for stabilized properties mcreased 
140 basis points to 94.1 percent, while private-pay daily revenue rose 
5.5 percent. 
Dementia Care Facilities: Median DC occupancy posted a 250 
basis point increase over the past year to 96.6 percent m the second 
quarter, the largest improvement among the four property type~. The 
median monthly revenue per occupied unit rose 4.7 percent to 
$4,668. Construction remains low. as dementia care facilities arc typ-
ically bundled with the other property segments. 
INDE PENDENT-LIVING FACILITIES 
Independent Living (IL) facilities continued to boast the highest 
medtan occupancy among the four semors housing segments at 96.8 
percent. Occupancy improved 30 basts pomts during the second quar-
ter of 2006, bringing the year-over-year gain to I 10 basts points. 
Improvement 111 occupancy was greatest in Houston, San Francisco 
and Tampa. Overall, tmprovement in occupancy pushed the median 
monthly revenue per occupied unit to $2,170 in the second quarter, 
up 4.8 percent from one year earlier. Median monthly revenue per 
occupied unit in IL factlities remained approximately 43 percent 
below AL facilities. San Diego and Boston enjoyed the largest rev-
enue gains over the past year. Revenue gains will continue to be sup-
ported by limited construction, as new supply in the IL market has 
been held in check over the past year. The total number of new umts 
under construction at the end of the second quarter stood at 7,570, 
essentially unchanged from one year earlier. Despite fundamental 
improvement, construction has fallen m many metros. with the 
largest year-over-year declines found in Atlanta, Houston and 
Boston. 
Transaction veloclly m the IL market, while vigorous, has been 
somewhat muted, due primarily to the limited amount of well-priced 
product coming to market. Prices remam elevated and cap rates arc 
holding in the low-8 percent range. In some cases, pricing has risen 
to a point where investors have become uneasy with the valuation due 
to the underlying rental income stream. Many of the assets hilling the 
market are properties that were not able to support the debt that was 
originally taken out. This creates an opportunity as these assets come 
to market in locations with limited construction and strong revenue 
outlooks, such as Houston, Atlanta and Portland. 
ASSISTED-LIVING FACILITIES 
While Assisted Living (AL) revenues have continued to rise 
faster than any other seniors housing property type, construction 
activity has declined. Absorption slowed this year, and it appears that 
developers have taken this trend into account. At the end of the sec-
ond quarter of 2006, there were 3,280 units under way, which will 
add 1.9 percent to current inventory, down from 2.8 percent one year 
earlier. Median stabilized AL occupancy rose 180 basis points year-
over-year to 95.8 percent; however, the rate has remained flat over 
the past three quarters. Year-over-year, the median monthly revenue 
per occupied unit increased 5.8 percent to $3,100. Among the top 30 
MSAs, occupancy improvement has been greatest in Detroit, 
Cleveland and Houston, while revenue gains have been strongest in 
Kansas City, Philadelphia and Phoenix. 
The AL acquisition market has reached new heights, not only by 
attracting a large share of seasoned seniors housing inventors, but 
also drawing a growing number of nontraditional investors. Buyers 
are chasing multiple deals, and cap rates have compressed more than 
any other seniors housing segment over the past year, falling 120 
basis points. Overall, AL cap rates are averaging 8.3 percent. but cap 
rates for stabilized properties can fall below 8 percent, as the spread 
between ALand IL assets has nearly evaporated. Equity investors are 
focusing mainly on AL assets. and a substantial portion of AL sales 
activity has come from one-off transactions. The bifurcation between 
investor and operator has been most pronounced in this segment, but 
recent activity could indicate that this trend has already peaked. 
Marcus & Millichap + Seniors Housing Research Report 
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J. IFormorl} AttUbaDc MOI1illlll<l 5lli Cl!lyoo Crest Dr. Bldg -1((1 11450 
Rnu:s"le CA 92507 
DowM~ Sa' lDt\ 
4. JSOI J311lborce Rd. 
'•"JX>l' Beach, CA 92705 
5. 
Soutll hriftc fiaaacial c.,.,. 
121 S Mounlm> A'e Upland. CA 91186 
1'nm Ont Mort~ Corp. 
6. 2Ad.l 
In Ill< CA 92618 
llalelkW Uolironia, lac. 
7. 3690 Beatty D1 
R1vrmdc. C A 92506 
PFT Bank & T""'1 
8. 9-11>1 \1dliken Ave 
Rmcho Cucamonga, CA 917}0 
('OIIIIIrJ'Widt "-I.-
9. 6065 M.agnoha Ave 
R1•mide CA 92S06 
G MAC Mortgago Corp. 
10. l7fl> l""a Ave. 11210 
RJVerndc. CA 925(11 
11. 
l'nnldoel ............ 
3756 Ccnlral AYe. 
R1venide CA 92S06 
G:: Ch.an~e in ReH~nu~. 
Last Corporate Ytar 
Compared lo Prior 
II> 
.11 q 
$ Re,enue 2~ 
S Re, enue 2005 
S ReHnue 112 21106 
Corporate Year 
6.'-l 
711 
.11.0 
X.7RR.OOO 
12.176,(](~1 
11.6J6.000 
IO.H7.h23 
13.953.265 
H 57(),1()1 
I Emplo~re\ 2~ 
I EmpiO)<CS 2005 
# Emplo)~ current 
.1.1~ 
~59 
:"2.' 
{>4 
6J 
65 
24~ 
2SI 
29Q 
t'f \nnual \H:rage 
Profil Range 
Year Founded 
-.;_lA 
1~56 
N/A 
1990 
"'-"-IO% 
Mortgage Lenders 
Hmll\t•tl h.' l 'c:rc.·t'nltll:t'o} \lt~rl..t•l, Rll't•nult• & \an Ht•nwrtluw ( m m llt'\,11JIJ6 
J "O 
J 74 
ISH 
'10 
069 
0~5 
90% 
W!'ID 
wso 
WND 
\umbtr 
ofLo<ln.fi 
2()().1 
6.176 
1591 
1.422 
IJ49 
2,111 
21.()()5 
I 560 
i,IX6 
2,421 
TotalS 
\mount 
2001 
679.216,397 
540.06J.A57 
135.2oH61 
227.907.>n 
1 59.1Xl6,Q.l6 
99.2Xa.l94 
79.455,WK 
3,503.371.014 
2SOJXXJ.0()() 
I16,1MJO.IXXI 
372,:!.50JXX) 
IZI.076 
87;145 
129,9-IH 
I4J.I>K 
i 11,819 
l(}l.hll 
14,152 
166.7HR 
INJ.I)WJ 
l'i!J.IXXJ 
153,760 
f~ pe of Dusm~~ fop l.m·al J:. \t~ull\t 
rille 
Phonc1Fa' 
E-\la1l \ddrc" 
B.tnkmg & Crai~ G. Blunden 
\ 1on~ap.t! Banlmg CEO 
Commercu1l 
Bani. 
Commt!rCiaJ 
B.mk 
<951> t>Ho-6(Joon~2-ol.12 
t:blunc.kn(a.myprov•dc:nt.cum 
M.T. WII\On 
Prc,Jdcni/C'EO 
(760) 241 1240(141 I MM 
Slephen H. Wacknilz 
P~saJcnt. CEO. ChJJnnan (9'ill694 9940/694-1ll'l4 
lto\l.o Jc~ h:rn' ,alhank.rom 
Top Local f\ecutht 
fitle 
Phone/l''a\ 
E·Mail Addre'' 
Mike Alb<" 
\iana~~r 
(90'11 NJK-~2\~/60~-2230 
Robin Calder 
V1cc Pre\ldcnt (909)1X4-4R05!1H 1-1-1!66 
Stne Bertone 
Branch \hnagrr (95) i 7SS-55txln~4 8<l40 
sbertonc@accuba.nc com 
Dan Rosenthal 
f're,11Jen11C'EO (949J X 54- lliXlfli'H lb. 
TimCah<ll 
Pres<dcnvCEO 
(9091476-IIX2/4l~..!ll2 
Brad\ Bunle 
Pre\ldent 
ilJ49) 450-IXC(J/450-IXOI 
bbuntL'((llnJ\tonc .com 
Tomm) Sa~)tr 
\tanager 
t95 1 J oXl1022it>ll4 9545 
Ke.in McC•rtb) 
Pre,Jdcni/CEO (9091 <l41->.UXJ1'41· 54\() 
LISI Hardill!l 
Rcg11lllal \'JCe Pre 1dcn1 
(951 7RS-1!8n ext 223/AA2.SJ6x 
Jud) Marburgu 
\ICC Pfn&dent/01\lOCI \.1.mager (951) 369-0010/715-9169 
Judy _marburJ!c(a. ~macm l·om 
Ri<b Galo 
01VlSIOf1 PJnideflt 
(95 I) 6$6-60Nl/276 8739 
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Speaking With Confidence: How to "Manage" the Butterflies 
h1 Mum Donald\fill 
As a manager. you h,Jvc many opportuniues to speak m front of 
groups of people. You have to. Research shows publtc speaking 1s the 
number one fear of people Death is number live So when you say, 
"I'd rather die than go up 111 front of the room," you're not kidding . 
Almost everyone experiences some degree of nervou-,ness when they 
have to be a "speaker," "'hether it 1s a formal presenta11on 111 front of 
a group twenty· five, present111g infom1ation to someone "important," 
or being called on 111 a meeting to answer a quesuon. Your heart starts 
poundtng loudly, your throat constricts, the face feels hot and you're 
··on." For most people th1s fceiJng will never go away completely We 
ma; never truly bamsh the buuerflies; the best we can do is "manage" 
them to lly in a stratght line 
Here are some tips to do just that. 
We ~~Or!) about nervousness, but the body produces e\tra energy 
at moments of perceived danger. wh1ch is nonnal and good In prim-
Itive limes. that energy saved us from wild beasts by enabling us to 
run faster than we thought poss1blc. We 'vc all been awed by tales of 
moms who experience super-human energy. and become '>trong 
enough to ltft an auto oil their suiTcring child wllh the1r bare hands. 
Bul that same energy 111 front ol a group can come out as nervou-,ncss, 
which 1s dJstractlllg to our l1,tcncrs. The rule 1s: Jt\ okay to be nerv-
ous. as long as it docsn 't show. How do we hide our knockmg knees 
and quivcry vo1cc from our audience? Instead of suppress1ng your 
energy. kam to release ll. Put more cncrg; bchmd your message 
through the five channels of your body. They arc: eyes, hands, voice. 
feet and body. 
Eyes · the most Important channel to give out your cncrg; and 
your message. Eye contact conveys credibility, smcerity, mterest and 
involvement with your message and your audience. Don't fill your 
eyes - it makes you look nervous. Stay with one person for a complete 
thought; then sw1tch to someone in another part of the room. Make 
sure all the listeners feel the energy pour out through your eyes. No 
staring, please. 
Hands - You cannot plan what to do with your hands. They will 
move naturally 1f and when you're giving out enough energy through 
your eyes and your vo1cc. If your voice is a low monotone and your 
eyes are downcast. your hands are simply not motivated to move 
When hand energy 1s suppressed, it comes out as fidgeting. People 
~Hing the1r hands. pull a linger. "pray." imitate a sp1der doing push-
ups on a mirror, play with coms 111 their pocket. Be aware and stop 
doing those things-they distract your listener. Don't concentrate on 
your hands; concentrate on proJecting your energy through your eyes 
and voice. And usc your hands to support your message: to shm\ spa-
tial rclauonsh1ps, movement. Silt! and to cmphas1tc points. 
Voice Don't worry about it cracking. People want you to be real. 
Focus on five qualities: 
•Pace - not 100 fast or too slow. 
•Intonation . ups and downs; variety 111 the voice. 
• Tone - attitude or emot1on in the vo1ce Stay clean · you can 
unwittingly project anger or impatience or msecurity. 
• Volume - not too loud or too soft. 
•Non-words . get nd of " like," "really," "you know," "okay?" 
Trust the silence, but remember to fill it with energy. 
Feel- Balance your weight on the balls of both feet. not the heels. 
Be po1sed hke an athlete ready to go when you are channeling ener-
gy. Watch out for aimless pacing and the opposite: being planted 111 
one spot ma; cause you to sway with the suppressed energy. Release 
the energy through the feet. Walk forward a couple of steps Jf you feel 
passiOnate about a point you' rc makmg. 
Body - Posture please. You don't want to look nervous by being 
hunched over. Clothes shouldn't be distracting either. Make sure they 
lit. I !ave someone check you over before you speak. You can't sec if 
your collar is turned up 111 back, but some nilpicker in your audience 
"'ill. Make your energy work for you. not against you. When you sup-
press it, it comes out as nervousness any~~ay. Give the cncrg; away 
through your eyes. hands. vo1ce. feet and body. Be 1mpass10ned about 
your subject. If you're not unpa'>sloned- fake 1t \llanagcrs arc peo-
ple ~~ho get the job done ~\hether they feel hke 11 or not. Professionals 
arc people "'ho '>peak even when they don't feel like it. Use your 
energy to get those butterlh:s tly ing 111 a straight line. and your audi-
ence won't even know they're there 
For more information visit 11'11'\\'.lllimidonaldlon.com 
., 
J ell I ftundtll n 
(. it'r·l- r/ (Lit;ld 
(,Jr·Ndy 
Premiere Gala at. tre Pierre Biane Winery 
Rancho Cucamonga 
sponsored by In!Nd atpire Magaz1ne 
Saturday, Noverrber 11, 2006 6-9: 30p 
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ABC RFAI tST\Tt 
~PPRAIS-\I.S 
0"0'-"\\0 Sfi.\R-.AI D 
1~000 ROC"\HLt ·\\ L 
FO'-IA,A. C~ 92.H(> 
t90•l)~bl 1~1M 
"DAR Tllt:R"PY \\An·R 
\\I!IIOOWS 
HALLl M \\ENm Z 
I ~-10 BARTO 'I ROAD Jl4 I-I 
REDLA'IDS. C'A 92"171 
('l(l'l)219.S(l~l1 
"HORD."Bl.F LA!IID-
SCAPI-,G "'-D 
\tAI";Tt:!liV•CE 
ROBERTS JA \1ES D 
7-1~5 FOX TRAIL Nl 
Yl CC'o\ \ALLEY. CA 922S-I 
.AI'i'T I HA!IID\'~1A!Ii 
PEEVY BREYARD J 
S11 COl RTL\'iD DR 
SA'\ BER'-ARDI'\0, CA 
<12405 
Al.\'AREZ EXPRESS 
ALVAREZ ALEJANDRO E 
I I 137 TEAK LN 
FO:"'TANA. CA 92317 
('109\292-1045 
ANNIE'S FASJDON 
DURAN CE.~AR G 
4673 RIVERSIDE DR 
SUITE~ I 
CHINO. CA 91710 
(909)628-2219 
ANNIE'S 
SHINYOUNGH 
230 CAROUSEL MALL 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 
92401 
ANNIE'S Ql'ILT STUDIO 
GAUNDER GLORIA ANNE 
14605 HAVASU RD 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307 
AUTOLINE MAGAZINE 
NWARUEZE CHARLES 
.5405 WRANGLER DRIVE 
FONTANA, CA 92316 
B & B MERCHANDISE 
VON VOIGT MARIE 
VON VOIGT ROBERT 
16350 MISTY HILL DRIVE 
CHINO HILLS, CA 
91709-4684 
B & \' PROPERTIF.S 
BUCIO GERARDO 
Bl'CIORAL'L 
NEW REPl BLIC 
ENTERPRISES 
435 ORANGE SHO'\\i LANE 
Sl ITE 209 
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 
9240S 
(909)"1114-9475 
BABY IKON BABY WEAR 
TURNER KRIST! A 
1541 I VIA BAHIA 
HESPERIA, CA 9234~ 
BAREFOOT CRUISL'> 
STANIONIS LEE E 
STANIONIS ROGER A 
200 W SAN BERNARDINO 
AVE«30 
RIALTO. CA 92376 
(909)8n-8738 
BE \.R\lA I"' EST\U' rs 
~\ALOS JR. BE'iJA\11' !· 
m\ COR\10R~"<T DRIVE 
01'\TARIO. CA 917b2 
BELLA Fl R'ITLRJ-
LLPOJOH'I 
IMI VISTASANTAFEPl 
CHI"iO HILLS. CA 91709 
BEN'S C0\1PLETE 
AUTO CARE 
'\\iEST BENJAMIN 
9795 FOOTHILL BLVD 
RA-.CHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 91730 
BEST PRICE AUTO GLASS 
EllA AUTO GLASS. I"C 
11200ALDEN RD 
ADELA,TO. C A n3tll 
(160)5:l()..(l(>02 
BlRRIERIA MORENO' 
\1ARIA \10RE!\0 R 
\1ARIO .\10RE!\0 
1745 SOUTH MOl :"'TAI'I 
AVE 
ONTARIO. CA 91762 
BLUETETRASOFTWARE 
CHEN THOMAS F 
I I TENNESSEE ST N200 
REDLANDS. CA 92373 
(909)706-5374 
BODY SCENTS 
SMITH WILLETTE 
12188 CEI'ITRALAVENUE 
STE 183 
CHINO, CA 91710 
(951)237-9455 
BONELLO'S PIZZA 
GARCIA JR GUSTAVO A 
22413 BARTON ROAD 
GRAND TERRACE. CA 
92313 
(909)825-9852 
BUCKBOARD LIQUOR 
CHOIMOOY 
4086 PHILADELPHIA ST 
CH!NO. CA 91710 
C C & A TRANSPORT 
ALLIGOOD CHARLES 
1'1535 PAWNEE UNIT 3 
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308 
CALIXTA GIFTS 
MEREDITH SHIRLEY 
16446 PATINA COl RT 
CHINO HlLLS. CA 91709 
CARDCE~TERPAYME~T 
SYSTEM 
CARCE.'ITER PAYME."T 
SYSTEM I"C 
12381 CHALLE'\DON 
DRIVE 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 91739 
CAROL'S IMAGE ART 
OLMOCAROLJ 
343~4 SHERWOOD DRIVE 
YUCAIPA, CA 92399 
('109)797-4741 
CASH FOR CARS WHOLE-
SALERS 
MONETARIST INDUSTRIES 
INC. 
8687 HELLMAN AVE 
SUITE 8 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, 
CA 91730 
(909)996-3551 
C~SII4 C \RS 
\10'-1· I ~RIST l"Dl'STRIES 
I"C 
x~x · HH L~t\'1 ·\\'E 
SLITE B 
RA'\C"IlO C'LC"·\\10-.GA, 
CA 91710 
CAS II 4 C\RS WIIOLE-
SAU'RS 
\10'1ETARIST INDUSTRIES 
1\C 
~687 IIELL\lA'i AvE 
SLITE B 
RANCHO Cl CA\tO-.GA. 
C'A91730 
(<l(J<I)Q<l6-15~ I 
CBT 
CAVfORIA DINO S 
M570HARECT 
~O'ITA"iA. CA 92.11(> 
CHARIOT SPRING 
C0\1PANY 
CLSTOM AND COMMER-
CIAL WHEEL CO. INC. 
14547 HAWTHORNE 
AVENUE 
FONTANA. CA 92404 
(909)357-8195 
CITJCAPITAL REALTY 
SERVICES 
BORLONGAN MARCELINO 
CARREON CARLO 
RODAS GERALDINE 
.1515 INLAND EMPIRE 
BLVD STE28 
ONTARIO. CA 91764 
(909)94 I ·2585 
CMM DYNAMJCS 
KHAN OMARA 
5387 BULLPEN DR. 
FONTANA, CA 92336 
COACH AMERICA 
PCSTC LLC CUSA 
844 E. NlNTH STREET 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 
92408 
CUSTOM GRAPHIX EFX 
AKHYARI ALEX 
NAWABIJOEY 
I MILLS CIRCLE. 0'-'TARIO 
MILLS 
ONTARIO. CA 91764 
DAR.'iELL TRt:CKI'iG 
KIRKLAI'-iD LARRY D 
15X24 CO\ DOR R D 
\ ICTORVILLE, CA 'J2394 
060)95 I 1'1-163 
DEE'S HOt:SEKEEPP<G 
VEALE DEANA A'\GELINA 
1069l JOSHUA RD 
APPLE VALLEY. C A 92"108 
Dt~<;t:RT SANDS TRt:CK-
Ir-;<; 
IIIENLR DOUGLAS 
MARTINEZ YESENIA 
I 1954 CO'ITONWDOD AVE 
HESPERIA, CA 92345 
DK<;RERT VIEW LIQUOR 
ASKAR FADI 
DARGHALI SALEM 
16727 BEAR VALLEY RD 
MI!Xl-110 
HESPERIA. CA 92345 
DREAMREAL 
FAIRHAND INC. 
3100 F_ CEDAR ST. #I I 
O'IARIO. C \ 917nl 
1'109)910-(l'lt~l 
ECO'O LODGE O'T\RIO 
AIRPORT 
D & J I'IVEST\1E'IT J>.;<. 
I b55 E. 4TH STRHT 
O'ITARIO. C\ 91 '64 
EK SCIENCE RFSEARC"II 
INTERNATIONAL CO 
KIM KJWON 
9494 S!LVER FERN I'L 
RAI'-iCIIO CUC"AMO'IGA. 
CA 91 '.10 
ESCALA,TE MAI'I.'\GE-
\1E'T SER\- ICES 
ESCALA,TE JORGf E 
91'11 BOWE.'< RA-.CH RD 
APPLE \ALLEY. CA 92108 
(760)954-1059 
ESPECIAL!.\ FOR YOl, 
PERSO'<AL CHEF 
PALMER "J\1 " 
623 AVERY ST 
SAN BER'IARDII'-iO. CA 
92404 
(909)886-6404 
EXPRESS LEADS 
VALOV WILLIAM W 
1824 E ELMA COURT 
ONTARIO. CA 91764 
(909)390-9 I 7 I 
FAMILY DENTAL CAR£ 
GEDULD STEVEN 
73660 CIVIC CENTER DR 
STEB 
29 PALMS. CA 92277 
FAREWAY CONSTRUC-
TION, LLC 
FAREWAY CONSTRUCTION, 
LLC 
2637 ANNAPOLIS CIRCLE 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 
92408 
(909)725-5980 
FAST CARRIER 
CIORNA FLORIN D 
9522 SUNGLOW COURT 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 91730 
(909)987-4944 
FIGLRE EIGHT E'l- ENTS 
HENDERSON TERESA 
LV... I\ 
1367 SA 'I BERI'-ARDII'-iO RD 
APTB 
UPLA'\D. CA 91786 
FIREWATER RENTALS 
PEOPLES DEBRA f 
7617 SMOKflREE ROAD 
PHELAN. CA 92171 
HRST C\PITAL M \RKtT-
ING SER\!Cf: 
BORLOI'-GAN MARCU INO 
CAR REO,'\ CARLO 
RIVERA AR-.OJD 
RODAS GERALD!" f. 
153~ INl.\'ID E.'-'IJ'JRI: 
BLVD# 28 
01\TAR!O. CA 917b4 
t909J94 I 2~85 
FRESH AS A DAISY 
CLEA'ilNG SERVICt: 
HOPE ALUSON W 
1784 BETTY ST 
WRIGHTWOOD. CA 92.197 
G \Bt·s COU ISIO'I A'ID 
Rt.~ fORATIO" CE1'1TER 
FELl'\ GABRIEL 
I 1M I CALI\1ESA BLVD 
l 'liT 14 
yt,(AIPA C·\ 92W9 
(9{1'1)795·6801 
GIFT \NO HOME DECOR 
STORE 
EISELE PATRIC!A L 
12~34 RAPTLRE ROAD 
PHELAN. CA 9237 I 
GL\'S CO..,STRUCTIO'I 
\NO LANDSCAPI1'1G 
ARMOLA BRENDA A 
ARMOLA \1ARIO 
I I ~65 PONDEROSA DR 
FONT!\1'-iA, CA 92337 
( 95 I )6 I (>.-1954 
HEALI'G TOl.CH SKI 'I-
CARE 
\1ARK WE..,DY 
28001 N. BAY RD. 
LAKE ARROWHEAD. CA 
92.152 
HEART FOR GOD 
INfiNITY FUNDING & 
REALTY. INC 
9121 HAVEN AVE #260 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 91730 
(909)476-3900 
JDGH DESERT INSUR-
ANCE GROUP 
KRAFT ROBERT J 
21149 VALENCIA ST 
APPLE VALLEY. CA 92308 
HIGH DESERT TRAVEL 
CENTER 
ESYLL!NC 
I 5655 US HWY 395 
V!CTORVILLE. CA 92392 
HILLTOP AUTO SUPPLY 
SUPERIOR AUTOMOT!VE 
WAREHOUSE, lNC 
32005 HILLfOP BLVD. 
RUNNING SPRINGS. CA 
92182 
INLAND EMPIRE CERTI-
FIED PARALEGAL SER-
VICES 
PACILLAS HI JOE 
2535 IMPERIAL PL 
0'\TARlO. CA 91761 
J & J DISCOVERIES 
MELLOR JLUA L 
MILLER JANET LEE 
403 EAST T STREET 
0'-'TARIO. CA 9171H 
J&P. GENERALCON-
STRLCTION. 
l'f:l.AYO JOAQUN 
2546~ E I 9TH. 
SAN llERNARDJr-;O, CA 
92404 
(9(1'1)72 I --11R4 
JAlRf:Gli'S AUTO SALES 
JAL'REGUIJR SALVADOR 
5416 E. fiOLT BLVD. SUITE 
('J 
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763 
(626)260-7825 
JIT F-'<TERPRISES 
BU11.ER JAMIE LYNN 
22405 TANAGER ST 
GRAND TERRACE. CA 
92113 
Novemhcr 2006 
J()" ~·s \liO St RHCF 
SEPl LvFDAI:Dl \ROO 
101 1/2 C\LIFORNI·\ ST 
ONTARIO CA 91 '62 
JP COMML 'II('ATIO"\S 
PASILLAS JORG!· 
4870 LINCOLN AVf 
CJJJNO, CA 91710 
('109)576-48(>4 
KAMJKAZt. M \RKETING 
AND DISTRJBLTION 
FOUNDAfiON CAPI I'Al. 
ENTERPRISES. INC 
I 1(XJ2 CLALLAM ROAD 
·\PPLE VALLEY, C·\ 92.10X 
KM &. C0!\.1PA"\Y 
BARRIOS-JORDAN 
MARISOL 
JO'F-~ KELL) D 
10950CHL'RCH ST, E 9 
RANCHO C"UCAMO"GA. 
CA 91710 
(909)948 .175~ 
LA CADENA RADIATORS 
ALVARO JOSE C 
660 S. LA CADENA 
COLTON. C A 92124 
LAUREL SENIOR LIVING 
ROSEWOOD ASSISTED 
LIVING 
363 EAST GILBERT 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 
92404 
(909)888 I 227 
LEE'S TOYS, BIKES AND 
BABY CLOTHES 
OHSEH 
999 N WATERMAN AVE NE-
15 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 
92410-3801 
(909)885 1488 
LET'S TALK WIRELESS 
DRAGON ENTERPRISES. 
INC 
14548 BASELINE #210 
FONTANA. CA 92336 
LIFE 0" EARTH PRODUC-
TIONS 
SISK OJ 
1251 I 5TH STREtT 
Yl.CAIPA, CA 92399 
(90'1)534 3620 
Ul.' IKO" KIDS WE.AR 
TlRNER "RISTI A 
1~41 I VIA BAHIA 
HESPERIA. C A 923-1~ 
LOG CABI1'1 CRt:ATIO'S 
WARREN !X)NN) '1\iAYNF 
WARRE'\ LYNETTE 
DENYNL 
2489 SPRING OAK DR 
Rl/NNJN(, SPRI'IGS. CA 
92182 
M.D.O. AUTOS 
OLDF.NBLRG MATTJIE\\ D 
5201 1/2 G STRU·I 
CHINO. CA 917(1'1 
M. MORA TRA..,SPORT 
MORAMIGLI:.I 
l6519 MJU.f·R .WE 
FO:"'TANA. CA 112116 
1\/ovember 2006 
\1AI'i STRUT C:~RPET S 
COSLEY H"i CIIRISlO 
PHER 
17222 MAl'\ ST 
HESPERIA CA 92.145 
MENTONE BEACH GIFTS 
MORGA:-< LISA A 
JJOSR QLARRY ST 
MENTONE. CA 92359 
(909l3R9 I 2XO 
MEXICO VIEJO 
DOMINGUEZ JOSE M 
I 1691'-i RIVERSIDE WE 
RIALTO. C.\ 92"176 
~11'\ISTERIO PROf'ETICO 
PRI'ICJPIO) Fl"< 
AQll'\0 \1ARILL 
822 \'ALLEY BLVD 
RIALTO. ('A ~B7b 
!90911X.• 7010 
'IIO,TER\ H"DI'i(, 
SATEE. J"C' 
21X6X LS 11\\.Y IX 
APPLE VALLEY C •\ 9,1tr 
MR. \IARG \RIT\ Clll-.,0 
V\LLE\ 
SCHLESI"iG!-R M.-\RII I 
SCHROEDER Jl 'IN II E·R R 
~lOX l I"COI 'i .WI 
Clll'\0. C \'II 10 
\IS. D. Tl "\l 'S B. \l I\ 
E\11'0Ril \I \'\D Sll'l'l) 
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EXECUTIVE TIME OUT 
J:gs Cabos- wlze1tJ its al1~ays Sltlzny 
hv Chri.1tine Rolf£• I 1- 1r11 part of a two part lertt 1) 
Probabl} one the best and 
main reasons to pte" Cabo as .1 
rcs011 dcsl111alton is that Cabo ts 
"always sunn}... You arc 
assured that 11 will not ram on 
your parade or on your vacation. 
In fact. the locals claim it rams 
only six days a year. Although 
not confirmed h) the local 
weather forecaster. this was con-
timlcd after numerous inquiries 
of dishc!Jd with the \\ailcr. hell-
boy. bartender and anyone else 
... , ho \\OUld listen. And\\ h) \\as 
I asking . . because of course. 11 
ramcd \\hilc I \\as there The 
loc,lls rejoiced in the welcomed 
ra111 and even the lounc,ts ciJdn't 
complatn about a couple of 
hours of r,tin because every 
da) \\as sunny. I 1111ght add that 
I traveled to Cabo <ll the end of 
thE'> pa~t August ( ac, man) of) ou 
arc il\\ arc. that was the time 
\\hen .mxious tourish stormed 
the San Jose Airport to lca\c 
hctorc a hurncanc stormed 
Cabo). mi"cd thi~ thrilling 
c-..capc b) about two <ht)s M) 
timing w <IS pcrk'Ll 
M) last tnp to the sleep) 
fishing' Ill age or l.o~ Cabos w a~ 
during college Being .t woman. 
I'm a hit -.cnslli\'l' about rc\eal -
lllg specJ!Jcs when it relates to 
age So kt \ JU'>l sa) that a re'" 
) cars ( o"a). a fc\\ decade~) have 
past -,ince Ill) college da) s. \nd 
since Ill) 'i'il. the past c,lecp) 
'ill age ha-, been a\\ a"en \\ ith 
grm\ lh and de\ clopmcnl. Loc, 
Cabos h,h been coined the 
"holiest resort destination:· and 
\\ ith good reason . The 20· mile 
long Corndor between S,m 
Lucas Jnd S,tn .Jose Is lmed wtlh 
luxut) rcs011s. gorgeous bcachec, 
and championship golf courses. 
Los Cahos h<h been '\IJc,cm-
crccl." \\clcommg mer one mil 
lion visnor-, annuall) rc'>. 11·, 
still KilO\\ n for sports IJshtng. 
but other aurae! IOns mcludc di\-
ing, snorkeling. surfmg. sa1hng, 
golfing and shoppmg (which 
could also be considered a sport 
by myself and nhln} or my 
female fnends). And while there 
arc plcnt:r of aclivllic~, many 
v1sll Cabo Simp!) to relax. That 
wa> the purpose of my trip. I 
planned to spend sl\ day~ and 
six nighh at Cabo but spill the 
time bcl\\cen two luxurious 
resorts JUst in case I got too 
ants) and boredom -,cl in. 
There arc a\\ ide selection of 
hotel-,. resort~ and 'acatwn 
clubs to appeal lo \ l'>itors. rhe 
first three nights I Sla)L'd at The 
Westin Resort & Spa. The resort 
makes 4uite a tirsl 1111prc\Sion 
\\ ith Ils dramatic archlleclllre 
and bright colors. It Is designed 
tn an arch to complemenl the 
cun c of the hcaL11 and lis colors 
represent the c,urrounding land-
scape J...nm\ n a-, Land-, End The 
resort hac, 2-B guc~l rooms. and 
gi\en Its dcstgn. a large number 
of these rooms ,1re oceanfront I 
found the sound of the uashmg 
\\a\cs so -,nothing. I just could-
n't bear to shut the '>illkr~ I 
slept all night to the sound ot the 
\\aves REAL ocr·\'\ 
\VAVFS not JU~l '>Imulatcd 
from Ill) hed-,ide "nature 
sounds" s)slcm. The next morn 
ing I continued to cnJO) the 
ocean. ironicall). h) the pool. 
The mtinit) pool is set nght on 
the sand and combines the con-
venience of the pool With the 
beauty of the ocean Ncm I 
could enJOY the sound of the 
ocean waves while sitllng at the 
swim-up bar! Life is good. 
The resort has seven '>WIIll· 
ming pools. four rcslaurants and 
several bars and lounge'>. The 
food is spectacular. La Playa ic, 
a beach-front/pool-front rcc,tau-
rant that offers a dt tlcrcnl 
"theme" buffet dinner each 
night The "seafood" theme hut 
fet \\ ith "all you can cat" bar· 
beque lobster w a-, c,n good that it 
was complcmcnled '" ith ,1 lire-
works -.hm\. Arrec1fes re-,tau-
rant IS what m) son \\ ould c,lll 
the "fancy·· rcsl<IUranl. It is 
located up on the cliff and O\CI-
loo"s the ocean. perfect lor a 
sunset dinner. After the sun set-
tles. candles Iilummate for ,1 
more fonm1l. -,omc\\ hal roman-
lie atmo-,pherc. In fact. 11 got 
prell) dar" on the patio .md I 
needed a tlashlighl to sec the 
menu! I \\Ould highly recom-
mend the restaurant for dinner. 
e~pcciall) If )OLI ,nc on )Our 
honeymoon or celchral ing .1n 
anniversar). And if you can't 
ma"c it for dinner. ) ou ha\ c to 
come ill lcac,t for dessert. nw 
dc"ert called 'f11c \kxican. is .1 
dl\ me chocolate creation that I 
sllll can't get 0\ cr. I "ecp ha>-
mg chocolate era\ mg dreams 
\\ ith spoonfuls or chocolate 
lloatmg into Ill} mouth. 1 sup 
pose I need to wntc the chef to 
re4uest the rectpe. 
To wor" off the creeping 
pounds from the "all you can 
cat" buffet and decadent 
desserts. a vtsll to The 
WcslinWorkout Powered b) 
Rccbo" g)m \\asn'l an 
option . . ll was a "must·· 
A !though too intimidated to 
schedule a fom1al appointment 
\\ ith The Westin personal tram-
cr. I found him \el) helpful in 
pro' 1dmg helpful lips a'> I fum 
bled through my much-needed 
w or" out scs'>!on. (lie monitors 
the litnc" area and is ,\\ ail.1hle 
to a'>SI'>l guesh w tlh questions 
tllill they ma} have during lhL'tr 
workout) After learning and 
applying the correct techn1quc~ 
tom) arm exerciSes, I \\as qullc 
sore. Wa' ing dO\\ n the taxi cab 
\\as really a strain 
To help sooLhc m) tired mu~ 
Lice,. I scheduled a massage at 
The Spa. Pure hca,·cn. ~amed 
by "Tra' cl & Leisure GoJr' 
readers as the number l\\O 
'Pal g) m 1n :\k\lco. The ':ipa 
otTers mass,tgcs. body tn.:al 
men!'>. facials, mamcurc/pedi-
cures and hair s.tlon sen 1ccs. 
There ,Ire also spa pac"ages 
a\ ail able for both "omen and 
men that can he puch.tscd ,done 
or~" part a-.. the hotel rcsen .Ilion 
pac",tge. 
About this time a re,llll) 
check \\a' 111 order needed to 
stray ,1\\ .t) from the re,on just 
so that I would not get too com 
fonahle w llh m~ 'urrnundings 
and ma"c k<l\ mg too dll'ficult I 
decided to taJ...c in a lillie shop 
pmg and geL the feel tor the h:al 
residents II\ ing clo~c b) A 'an 
lca\es for San Jo-,e Cabo from 
the We-,11n a fc\\ times a <hi) \ 
round~trip costs about S I 0. '\nt 
bad smcc the taxis "ere c\pcn 
si\ c for such a short lnp 
ln~uh ·'>w1_Jo.~< del ('{i/)() 
\1ost of the -.,hops and gal-
lenes arc in the fe\\ streets arou-
cominued on pa~e 21.) 
--===----------------------------------------------------------
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PHASE II 
NOW SELLING!! 
Visit today & walk 
the breathtaking 
homesites. 
Hurry so you don't 
miss out!!! 
~.nemhcr .!001\ 
